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Abstract

Linear Programming as an aid to solve certain types of decision pro-

blems with many decision variables and many constraints has proofed

its power already in the military as well as in the civilian area.

Efficient algorithms have been developed and are available as compu-

ter programs.

In two aspects, however, these algorithms have not yet been advanced

satisfactorily

1. Most of the algorithms can only accomodate one decision criterion

(one objective function).

2. Objectives and constraints usually have to be formulated "crisply"

i.e. the objective normally is to be maximized or minimized and the

-. constraints divide decision alternatives into feasable and nonfeasa-

ble ones without taking into consideration that in human decision ma-

king there are "grey zones".

In 1965 L.A. Zadeh (Berkeley/USA) suggested the "Theory of Fuzzy Sets"

to cope with vagueness of reality when modelling it as mathematical

models. 1972 fuzzy decisions were defined by Bellman and Zadeh as the

* intersection of fuzzy sets representing not crisply defined objectives

and constraints which are not of the yes-no or black-white type.

In the meantime fuzzy linear programming has been introduced and the

* application of fuzzy linear programming to problems with multiple ob-

jectives and fuzzy and crisp constraints was suggested. Here "fuzzy"

can either be interpreted as "not crisp" or as "flexibility providing"

To make these promising approaches useful for the solution of large

problems of this type the existing models have been advanced in the

following directions:

I
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1. Realistic and empirically tested membership functions are inte-

grated into fuzzy programming models.

2. Adequate connectives for human decision making have been in-

cluded into these models.

3. An interactive decision support system for decisions with

multiple (fuzzy) objectives and crisp and fuzzy constraints
* has been developed which is user-oriented enough to be accepted

by decision makers.

Keywords

Decision Support System, Fuzzy Linear Programming, Multi Criteria
Optimization, Interactive Decision Making.

1,
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I. Statement of the problem

Linear Programming as an aid to solve certain types of decision pro-

blems with many decision variables and many constraints has proofed

its power already in the military as well as in the civilian area.

Efficient algorithms have been developed and are available as compu-

ter programs.

In two aspects, however, these algorithms have not yet been advanced

satisfactorily:

1. Most of the algorithms can only accommodate one decision criterion

(one objective function).
It has become a generally accepted fact that in many instances many
decision criteria need to be considered. Two types of approaches

have been suggested so far to cope with this problem: Global Methods

(Goal Programming, Utility Models) and Interactive Models.

The former generally demand more information from the decision-maker

than he is able to provide, the latter are generally too inefficient

computationally to be used for large problems.

* 2. Objectives and constraints usually have to be formulated "crisply",

i.e. the objective normally is to be maximized or minimized and the

constraints divide decision alternatives into feasable and nonfeasa-

ble ones without taking into consideration that in human decision ma-

* •king there are "grey zones". In other words a model which its based

on traditional, dichotomous, two valued logic cannot model human

decision problems properly since reality is not dichotomous but

rather of the "more or less type". Thus, problems are frequently

* modelled in a way such that they are computationally solvable but

not such that they describe the real problem properly.
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In 1965 L.A. Zadeh (Berkeley/USA) suggested the "Theory of Fuzzy Sets"

to cope with vagueness of reality when modelling it as mathematical

models. 1972 fuzzy decisions were defined by Bellman and Zadeh as the

intersection of fuzzy sets representing not crisply defined objectives

and constraints which are not of the yes-no or black-white type.

In the meantime fuzzy linear programming has been introduced and the

application of fuzzy linear programing to problems with multiple ob-

jectives and fuzzy and crisp constraints was suggested.

To make these promissing approaches useful for the solution of large

problems of this type the existing models have been advanced in the

following directions:

1. Realistic and empirically tested membership functions are

integrated into fuzzy programming models.

2. Adequate connectives for human decision making have been included

into these models.

3. An interactive decision support system for decisions with multiple

(fuzzy) objectives and crisp and fuzzy constraints has been deve-

loped which is user-oriented enough to be accepted by decision ma-

kers.

4. This system has to be programmed and tested such that it can also

be used for large decision problems.

The project aims to combine and advance the results which have already

been achieved by a team of mathematicians, management scientists, com-

puter scientists, and psychologists in Aachen during the last 4 years

for the development of a system including the above mentioned four pro-

perties.
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S-" II. Basic Theory

1. Historical Background

(Basic Theory of Fuzzy Sets)

The use of mathematical models and methods in order to gain more

insight into the functioning of complex systems and in order to

find optihal solutions to problems has been steadily increasing in

the past. Even though considerable successes could be achieved by

* this approach certain limitations became more and more obvious when

moving into the areas of human systems and decision-making where

the systems to be modelled are very complex. Two of the major reasons

for this are

1. A major part of classical mathematics is based on "crisp", two

valued logic, i.e. assuming that certain facts or relations are

either true or not true. In human life i.e. whenever human value

judgements play an important role, situations can often not be

reduced to that type of structure.

2. As we try to tackle more and more complex systems we find that

an adequately detailed mathematical model of the problem situation

cannot be constructed without loosing the main advantages of ma-

thematical models.

6

A person which is faced with a problem of the type described above has

essentially 5 possible ways of proceeding:

1. He can request that the poser of the problem formulates his pro-

blem in a way suitable for mathematical modelling.

(In most cases the problem poser will not be able or willing to do

this!)

0 7.
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2. The model builder can try to design a mathematical model which ap-

proximates the real problem. This, however, enhances the danger th,3t

the model is too much influenced by existing known mathematical me-
re thods and models available to the model builder and too little by the

p roblem itself. Thus the modelled problem might be solved but not the
real one.

C3. All persons concerned might be content with a model, which by use
of a living language describes well the problem situation but which
is not suitable for mathematical description or solution. Two conse-

quences might result:

(a) Since our day-to-day languages are not unequivocal the model
might be ambiguous, and dangerous misinterpretations might be

possible.

U(b) Solutions arrived at from such a model will presumably not be

too informative to the decisionmaker or even not helpful at all.

4. Use "subjective probabilities" to express the fuzziness of the re-

spective components of the system i.e. work with an axiomatic system
designed for stochastic systems and not for fuzzy systems.

5. The expert might eventually use the terminology of the theory of
fuzzy sets to describe the problem situation and fuzzy calculus in

order to find optimal solutions to the problem which are more informa-
tive than the solutions mentioned under 3..

It is essential to realize the basic difference in vagueness between
"Fuzziness" and "Probabilistics". While a statement such as: "The chances

of horse A winning the race are .5 and that horse B will win are .4", isI
* probabilistic in nature, the statements: "I like all goodlooking girls"

or "We have to achieve satisfactory profits" have a "fuzzy" meaning.

The nature of "probabilistic" information is different from the nature
of fuzzy information and so are the axiomatic systems for probability

* theory and the theory of fuzzy sets.
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L.A. Zadeh suqgested in 1965 (Zadeh 1965) the notion of a fuzzy set

and the basic theory of fuzzy sets essentially as the link between
vague real phenomena and their adequate mathematical modellinn.

He defines a fuzzy set as follows

Definition: If X = {x} is a collection of objects denoted generically

I by x then a fuzzy set A in X is a set of ordered pairs.

(1) A = {(x, A(X)) , x e X }

* "A(X) is called the membership function or grade of membership I ) of x in

A which maps X tothe membership-space M. (When M contains only the two

points 0 and 1, A is nonfuzzy and ±A(X) is identical to the characteris-

tic function of a nonfuzzy set).

I.(.) is a function the range of which is a subset of the nonnegative

real numbers and has the property that the supremum of this set is fini-

te.

Decisions in Fuzzy Environments

In conventional nonfuzzy decisionmaking under certainty we are used to

thinking of a decision as consisting of

(a) a set of possible activities (decision variables),

(b) a set of constraints limiting the choice between the alternatives

(solution space) and

(c) the objective function which assigns a "value" to each result due

to a certain choice of activities according to their "desirabili-

6 ty". The optimal decision is then the selection of the activity

with the highest "desirability" (for instance the alternative

which results in minimum cost, maximum profit etc.).

a
1 ) also degree of compatibility or degree of truth
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In a fuzzy environment this picture of a decision has to be revised: The
fuzzy objective function is characterized by its membership function, so
are the constraints. Since we want to satisfy (optimize) the objective
function as well as the constraints,a decision in a fuzzy environment is

defined in analogy to nonfuzzy environments as the selection of activities
which simultaneously satisfy objective function(s) and constraints.

Bellman and Zadeh(Bellman, Zadeh 1970) assumed the logical "and" to
correspond to the intersection of the sets to be "merqed" and therefore
defined a "fuzzy decision" as the intersection of fuzzy constraints and
fuzzy objective function(s). The relationship between constraints and
objective functions in a fuzzy envirement are therefore fully symmetric,
i.e. there is no lonqer a difference between the former and latter.

This can be illustrated by usinq the following example

Example 1

Objective Function: "x should be substantially larger than 10", cha-

racterized by the membership function

0, x < 10

(1+(-10)'2) - 1, x a 10

Constraint:

"x should be in the vicinity of 11", characterized by the membership

function

4c(X) ((i+(x-11) 4)-1

I.

.4

I'
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The membership function 4D(x) of the decision is then

4D(x) 4 -0(x) " 4C (x)

~(X)= Min ((1+(x-10) 2),(1+(x-11))) for x a10

0 forx < 0

This relation is depicted in Figure 1.

objective function

11

6

constraint

deci sion

U "x

1015

Figure 1

• iTo- sige outbersh pcf c sltion r o the fu e decision" i isn -

pluil to seettesobinwthtehgetv re ntof mebeshp
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Fuzzy Linear Programming

Linear Programing Problems represent a special but very frequently

occurrinatype of decision making.

It was therefore quite natural to apply the notion of a fuzzy decision

to linear programming. Zimmermann (Zimmermann 1978) suagested a possible

way of doing this which can most easily be illustrated by the following

example (which stems from a real application)

Example 2

A company wanted to decide on the size and structure of its truck fleet.

Four differently sized trucks (xI through x4) were considered. The ob-

jective was to minimize cot and the constraints were to supply all

customers (which haa-a strong seasonal demand).

That meant: Certain quantities had to be moved (quantity constraint)

and a minimum numb of customers per day had to be contacted

(routing constraint). Because of other reasons at least 6 of the

smallest trucks were wanted in the fleet.

The management wanted to use quantitative analysis and agreed to

the following suggested LP-approach (simplified):
I

Min 41,400x I + 44,300x2 + 48,100x3 + 49,100x4

s.th. 0.84 x1 + 1.44 x2 + 2.16 x3 + 2.40 x4  170.00

16 x 1 + 16 x2 + 16 x3 + 16 x4 z 1300

x1 ,...x 4 > 0

With xl,..., x4 = number of trucks of sizes one through four the so-

lution was xI  6, x2 = 17.85, x3 = 0, x4 : 58.64,

Min Cost : 3,670,850.



Since management felt that it was forced into giving precise con-

straints (because of the model) inspite of the fact that it would

rather have given some intervals the following "fuzzy" approach was

used:

4Starting from the problem

Min Z = cx ()

s.th. Ax < b

x > 0

the adopted "fuzzy" version was

cx :< Z (2)
Ax _ b

x 0.

We now define a function f: Rm+l -> [0,11 such that
I (3)

-0 if Ax < b, cx < Z is strongly violated

f(Ax cx) : and
S1 if Ax < b and cx < Z is satisfied.

Using the simplest version of the function f(Ax,cx) we assume it to

be linear and the intersection of the (fuzzy) constraints and the

* (fuzzy) objective function.

Thus f(Ax,cx) = f(Bx) Min fi ((Bx)i), x > 0
i

with 1 for (Bx)i < bi  (4)

Bxi-bi
fi((Bx)i) = I - for b. < Bxi < bi + d.I-

0 for (Bx)i > bi + d.'o1
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where d. subjectively choosen constants of admissable violations of

the constraints.

Min f. ((Bx).) is the membershipfunction of the "fuzzy decision" (5)

im
1 1

Cand Max Min f.i ((Bx).) the decision with the highest degree of mem- (6)
X2;0 i bership.

.b
11

Substituting b!=

Bxivel componentwise

and simplifying problem (A) by dropping the "1" (which does not change

the problem!) we arrive at the following problem:

Max Min (b (Bx) )

X>O i (7)

or

Max x
X>O Dx

As it is wellknown, problem (7) is equivalent to solving the following LP:

Max X (8)

s.th. x bi (Bx)., i O(()m

1 1r

x >0

SThe optimal solution to (8 ) is also the optimal solution to (7).

S.
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The following assumptions were made

(1) Total cost should not rise above 4.200,000 (budget limit).

(2) The "unfuzzy" constraints are minimum requirements

and management would feel much better if there was some "ieeway".

(3) The linear approximations of the membership functions are acceptable.

(4) There are no interdependencies between the constraints.

(5) Weighting of the constraints is taken care of by defining the d

(6) The min-operator is the applicable connective.

The theory of fuzzy linear programminq has been advanced in the meantime

(Hamacher, Leberlina, Zimmermann 1978; Rbdder, Zimmermann 1980) and

fuzzy linear programming has also been applied to a number of problems

(for instance Wiedey, Zimmermann 1978; Zimmermann 1980)

Decision Making in Fuzzy Environments and with Multiple Criteria

Even though Kuhn and Tucker mentioned the "Vector Maximum Problem" already

in their publication Nonlinear Programminn (Kuhn, Tucker 1951)in 1951,

practitioners and the scientific community haveonly become conscious of

the importance of decision-making models which take into consideration

several decision criteria since the berinnino of the 1970's. Since then

a very large number of publications in this area has appeared and the

problem can still not be considered as satisfactorily solved. (For a

good survey of the State-of-the-Art see for instance (Starr, Zeleny 1977)).

The application of fuzzy linear pronramminq to this problem was first

suggested by Zimmermann in 1978 (Zimmermann 1978). This approach seems

Iquite efficient and appropriate.
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It lacks, however, in two aspects:

1. It is based on some restrictive assumptions such as linear member-

shipfunctions, use of the minimum operator.

2. It is a "global model" in the sense that it demands all relevant in-

formation from the decision maker before the solution of the problems.

(I.e. it assumes that the "pessimistic solution" and the "individual

optima" determine the aspiration levels of the decision-maker.)

(Thole, Zimmermann, Zysno 1979, Zimmermann, Zysno 1980)

With respect to the first dspect empirical research in Aachen

has shown that human decision-makers do not always use the minimum

operator but rather operators which alow some degree of compensation.

The minimum operator seems to be appropriate for the constraints but

not for the combination of the objective functions. The use of other

operators (such as suggested in the above references) will result, how-

ever, in nonlinear programming models if no appropriate substitutions

can be found.

The shape of the membership functions was the subject of an empirical

*e project (financed by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft) which was

completed in 1982.

With respect to the second aspect it seems advisable to develop an inter-

* active model which allows the decision-maker to communicate with the model --

and to use the "pessimistic" and "ontimistic" solutions only as a basis for

departure and to approach the "optimal" compromise solution by learning

from the model and adapting his aspiration levels accordinnly.

0

.SI I I I I I I I I II II I I
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2. Decision Processes

In section II.1 a decision was interpreted as "findinn an optimal

sol ution".

This,however, is not the only possible interpretation. Some authors

(and practitioneers) call situations in which "projects" are evaluated

and in which "measures of effectivenes " are determined also decisions.

If a number of alternatives (alternative actions or projects) are

ranked as to their desirability this is also often called a decision.

Thus a kind of hierarchy of "decisicns" can be formulated

degree of solution space - Rn
- Optimization

discrete cont. Funct. S

* Evaluation 1 2 3

Ranking _ 4 5

Partial 6 7

Optimization

Optimization 8 9

0I

All these (crisp) notions of a decision are non-symmetrical in the

sense that the "constraints" or "number of feasable solutions" play

* a different role than the objective- or utility function. __1

The concept of a "fuzzy decision" (Bellman, Zadeh 1970) is symmetrical. -..

6q

64
• I
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This concept was used when desiqninct "fuzzy linear programming" such

as described in the last section. This notion is static in the sense

that it assumes that "a decision" happens at a point in time. Real

decisions, however, are processes which occur over time and which

correspond to hierarchies rather than to static models.

It is therefore meaningful to extend the Bellman-Zadeh concept

to multi-stage decision processes as follows

Our paradigm assumes that people either learn or nenerate "evaluative

concepts" or "subjective catepories". These terms refer to two sides of

one coin : The first refers to the intensional aspects of a set which

can be described by a list of attributes and the second stresses the

accumulation of objects (extensional aspect of a set). We assume that

human beings have such concepts or categories at their disposition and

that they can relate them to each other.

Attributes constituting a concept may be interpreted other than psy-

chologically. They can be replaced by any mental information unit,

for instance,the status of neutral elements or the adjectives of a

language, The relationships may actually be modelled by operators,

connectives, rules, or others.

". C

C. 3

C.. C C iC

|t, .i
:" Ftg 2 H errchy (# co ncept/ateg, re'

Se
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For our purposes we will limit considerations to a specific type

of amalgamation : We assume a hierarchy of concepts in which

there are several levels of complexity. (Fig. 2)

The bottom level contains basic concepts which can stepwise be

aggregated until the top concept of the hierarchy is attained.

(A more detailed description is given in (Zimmermann, Zysno 1933).

For reasons of practical relevance of the model we shall allow that

(a) the subcategories are of unequal importance for the respective

super category.

(b) the description of categories of each level may partly contain

the same attributes.

0~i
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III. Developments, Results and Conclusions

III.1 Membership Functions

4 Types of functions

Different types of functions can be chosen to express the membership

values of elements to a fuzzy set. They mainly differ with respect

to their mathematical properties and their empirical fit. We shall

first discuss some membership functions introduced in fuzzy sets

literature.

The membership function proposed first in connection with mathematical

modeling is the linear one (e.n. Zimmermann, 1978). It is uniquely

defined by the two values c and c which have to be provided by a

decision maker

(9)

0 x c

x-c
,(x) c- x c

/ cc

/,. (x) 1 x c

I3

Fiqure 3 cf

L r mm m u m mmm mmmm m2
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The advantaqe of the linear function is its good behaviour in linear

models. Each function can more or less be approximated by a linear

or a piecewise linear function.

Empirical research (e.g. Hersh, Caramazza 1970),however, shows that

s-shaped functions model human behaviour much better.

Hence mathematical models of such functions are introduced in fuzzy

set literature. For example the logistic function proposed by Zimmer-

mann, Zysno (1984)..

AI (i0

/A(x)~ _____ _(0

1 x ea(xb)

This function is uniquely defined by the slope a and the inflection

point b

,1

b
oC A

Figure 4

.0
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A hyperbolic membership function is proposed by Leberlinn (1981)

~ H~) e~xc + c)/2p ~x( + c)/2)o 11

e e(x-(c + c)/2)oc + e(x-(C + 0/_ o

* kU H(x)

0.

c E-c E

Firiure 5

A cubic spline function is deduced by Schwab (1983), here in a cut

version

fUr x :i x

()a. bx 2 . cx + d fUr xm M s x D (12)
s' ex 3 +fx 2 + gA+ h fur x D Ix :6

0fUr x 0 s x

0.5

* Finure 6

m X0 o0
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It can be shown that hyoerbolic membership function and logistic

membership function are isomorphic mathematical models. By choosing

appropriate parameters a, b, and E, c,o respectively the resulting

membership functions are equal.

Determining a cubic spline function many different values, a, b, c,

e, f, q, h have to be provided by the decision maker or to be ob-

served empirically. Hence the two most promisinq membership functions

in mathematical modeling are the linear and logistic one which are

considered in the following. The linear an be determined easily

and can be handled efficiently. The lonistic function can also be

determined easily and its fit to human behaviour is better.

Some empirical investiaations have been performed to further improve

the fit.

Measurement

Measurement means assigning numbers to objects, such that certain

relations between numbers reflect analogous relations between objects

(Campbell 1938). With other words measurement is the mapping of object

relations into numerical relations of the same type.

If it is possible to prove that there is a homomorphic mapping f : E 4 A

from an empirical relational structure <E, Pl,...,Pn>with a set of

objects E and n-tuple of relations PI into a numerical relational

structure -<N, QI'"'Qn>with a set of numbers N and relations Qi'

then a scale <<E,N,f>> exists. By specifying the admissable transfor-

mations the grade of uniqueness is determined.

Therefore, measurement starts by formulating the properties of the

empirical structure; implicity the intended object space is modelled

• -1
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on a non-numerical level. Strictly speaking at the very beginninq

there should be a semantic definition of the central concepts, which

would considerably facilitate the consistent use of the relevant

principles. This has not yet been possible for the concept of member-

ship. Membership has a clear cut formal definition.

However, apart from first steps by Norwich and Turksen (1984) genuine

measurement structures have not yet been developed.

Under these circumstances one could wait and see, until a satisfactory

* definition is available. However, one should remember that up to the

beginning of the 20th century even in the "hard sciences" measures were

used without being equipped with adequate measurement theories.

Usually measurement tools were used, which were based on not much more

a but plausible reasons. Nevertheless, the success of the natural sciences

is undoubted. Hence, for the purpose of empirical research it may be

tolerable to unse plausible techniques.

As the base variable provides a good deal of control with respect to

judgmental errors of the subjects we used direct scaling methods.

This involves less effort in data collection. In order to express this

possibly lower level of aspiration we call this scale an "evaluative"

scale.

Model

The judgment (valuation) of membership can be renarded as the comparison

of object x with a standard (ideal) which results in a distance d(x).

If the object has all the features of the standard the distance shall

be zero, if no similarity between standard and object exists, the distance

shall be "e". If the evaluation concept is represented formally by a

* fuzzy set P c X, then a certain degree of membershipuF(x) is assigned

to each element x. In the following as a matter of convenience we will

denote the degree of membership, pT(x), simply by p.

0.
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i+d(x) (13)

Membership is defined as a function of the distance d(x) between
a niven object x and a standard (ideal). Hence

d(x) = 0 p = 1; d(1) =a = 0. Equation (13) is only a
transformation rule from one numerical relative into another

real numbers R are mapped into the interval fO,11

The distance function now has to be specified. A specific montonic
function of the similarity with the ideal could as a first approximation,
be d'(x) = 1/x.

Experience shows, however, that ideals are very rarely ever fully
realized. As an aid to determine the relative position very often
a context dependent standard b is created.
It facilitates a fast and rough preevaluation such as "rather positive",
"rather negative"etc. As another context dependent parameter we can use the
evaluation unit a, similar to unit of length such as feet, meters, yards
etc. If one realizes furthermore that the relationship between physical

unit and perceptions is generally exponential (Helson 1964), then the
following distance function seems appropriate

d(x) (14)

ea(x-b)

Substituting (14) into (13) yields the logistic function

p=b (15)
1+e a(x-b)

Im Imum u ul~ u mnn mu fl i N n
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It is S-shaped such as demanded by several authors (Goguen 1969;

Zadeh 1971). Formally b is the inflexion poiat and a is the slope

of the function.

From the point of view of linear programminq(15) has the additional

advantage, that it can easily be linearized by the following trans-

formation

-in 1 - In a(x-b). (16)

The parameters a and b will have to be interpreted differently

depending on the situation which is modelled. From a linguistic
* point of view a and b can be considered as semantic parameters.

* Since concepts or categories, which are formally represented by sets,

are normally linguistically described, the membership function is the

formal representation of meaning. The vagueness of the concept is

operationalized by the slope a and the identification threshold by b

For managerial terms such as "appropriate dividend" or "good utili-

zation of capacities" a models the slope of the membership function

in the tolerance interval und b represents the turning point from

rather positive onto rather negative tolerance.

Model (15), however, is still too general to fit subjective models of

different persons. Frequently only a certain part of the logistic

function is needed to represent a perceived situation. This is also

* true for measuring devices such as scales, thermometers etc. which

are designed for specific measurinn areas only.

I
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IIn order to allow for such a calibration of our model we assume

that only a certain interval of the physical scale is mapped into

the open interval (0,1) (see figure 7). Whenever stimuli are smaller

or equal to the lower bound or larger or equal to the upper bound

Ithe grade of membership of 0 or 1 respectively is assigned to them.

This is achieved by changing the range by legitimate scale trans-

formations such that the desired interval is mapped into (0,1).

0 x

Fiqure 7 Calibration of the interval for measurement

I

The general model of membership (15) is specifical by the two parameters

of calibration c and d , c representinn the "neutral point" and

d the actually used interval.

0 1

Ib1 _c) 1+1 (17)i= 1 -a(x - b) d 2

F 1 indicates that values outside of the interval ( 0,1 ) have no

real meaning. The measurement instrument does not differentiate there.
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Hence

x< X4 P(x) =0 (18)

x t 'U (x) =1(19)

The determination of the parameters from an empirical data base

* does not pose any difficulties in the general model (15).

On the basis of (16) the orininal membership values are trans-

formed into y-val~ued

= n .(20)

0

Beween x and y there exists a linear relationship. The straight lioe

of the model is then defined by the least squares of deviations.

* The estimation of the parameters c and d in the extended model

still poses some problems. We cannot yet sucqgest a direct way for a :
numerically optimal estimation. We can, however, suggest an iterative

procedure. We assume that a set of stimuli which is equally spread

* over the physical continuum was chosen such that the distance between

any two of the neighbouring stimuli is constant

xi+i xi =s (21)

6

6{2
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This condition serves as a criterion for precision. If c and

d are correctly estimated then those scale values xi are

reproducable which are invariant with respect to xi with the

exception of the additive and multiplicative constant. This

becomes obvious when rewriting (19) as follows

a(ai-1/2) + c
In = a(xi-b) =x!

I - (d(gi-1/2) + c) (22)

Let s' be the distance between the pairs xi' and x!+l. and
M' their mean value. If the estimated values d and c are

equal to their true values then the estimated distance '
A

and the mean M' are equal to their respective true values

and vice versa

= dAc : c(- s' : sAM' : M. (23)

Our aim is therefore to reach the ecuivalence of ' and s and
!! M' and M respectively. A

Using appropriate starting values c1 and d1 one can now determine

the x! which corresponds to the empirically determined pi.

0 Hence

- 1(24)

M , n.

1 .n-1

n-1 i -x-1 (25)

• : Xn-X 1
nx

= n6
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If the sums of the deviations do not exceed a certainF_, then

the estimate is accepted as sufficiently exact

IM" - M' E s  (26)

CA

* If this is not the case the interval of the base variable is

estimated which corresponds to the (0,1) interval of the membership

values. To this end an upper bound x' and a lower bound x' is

determined.

, : , ,(28)

- - (29)

Now the corresponding u' and u', respectively, are computed and

new parameters c and are estimated. Experience has shown that

it takes usually less than 10 iterations to reproduce the values

of the base variable up to an accuracy of three units behind the

decimal point. As starting points we used

C1 = Zi (30)
0 n

-_ (31)

d 1=min(1- ! ,2(1-c),2c)
k

* Where n is the number of stimuli and k is the number of different

degrees of membership. If only the values 0 and 1 occur dI = 1/2.

S
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Only the "linear" interval in the middle of the logistic function

is used. With increasing k, d converges to 1 , i.e. lid
k - o

The entire range of the function is used. Finally it should be

mentioned that not only monotonic functions, such as discussed

so far, can be described but also unimodal functions by representing

them by an increasing (SI ) and a decreasing (SD) part.

Formally they can be represented as the minimum or maximum, re-

spectively, of two monotonic membership functions each

as sW = min Wx) (x) -'1 (32)SISD! = an UI , D

as s x) = max ps (x), SDCx) 1 (33)
ID I D

A computer program was written to process the observed data.

Empirical Evidence

64 subjects (16 for each set) from 21 to 25 years of age individually

rated 52 different statements of ace concerning one of the four fuzzy

sets "very young man" (vym), "young man" (ym), "old man" (om) and

"very" old man" (vom).

The evaluation of the data showed a good fit of the model. Fiqures

3 -13 show the membership functions given by six different persons.

As can be seen, the concepts "vym" and "ym" are realized in the mono-

tonic type as well as in the unimodal.
I

I
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Fig. 8: Subject 34, "old man"
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Fig. IC ,Subject 5, "very young ma"
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Fig. 11: Subject 17, "young man"
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.8-1
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"very young man" (vym), "young man" (yin), "61d man"

Corn) and "very old man" (vain)
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Fig. 15 Generalized membership function (unimodal type) for

"very young man" (vyrn) and "young mari"(ym)
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One may ask whether a gieneral membership function for each

of the four sets can be established. Even though the variety

of conceptual comprehension is rathier remarkable, there should

be an overall membership function at least in order to have a

standard of comparsion for the individuals. This is achieved by
determining the common parameter values a, b, d and d for each

set. Obiously the general membership functions of "old man" and
"very old man" (Fig. 14) are rather similar. They practically

differ only with respect to their inflection points, indicating

a difference of about five years between "old man". The same holds

for the m'onotonic type (Fir'. 14) of "very young man" and "young man";

Their inflection points differ by nearly 15 years. It is interesting

to note that the modifier "very" has a greater effect on "young"

than on "old", but in both cases it can be formally represented by

a constant. Several subjects provided the unimodel type in connec-

tion with "very young" and "younn". Again the functions show a

striking congruency (Fig. 15).

Of the slope is an indicator for var'ueness (Kochen & Badre 1973)

then the meaning of "young" is less vague than that of "old".

On the other hand, the variability of membership functions may be

regarded as an indicator of ambiguity. Thus, thourih being less

vague, "young" seems to be more am'bigous.

0 1_
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111.2. Aggregation Operators

As already mentioned in section 11.1 a decision in a "fuzzy

enviremont" has been defined as the intersection of fuzzy sets

4 representing either objectives or constraints. The grade of

membership of an object in the intersection of two fuzzy sets,

i.e. the fuzzy set "decision", was determined by use of either

the mmn-operator or the product operator. The followingi example
4 is an illustration of this

Example 3 :The board of directors is trying to find the "optimal"

dividend to be paid to the shareholders. For financial reasons it

ought to be attractive and for reasons of wane negotiations it should

be modest (Fig. 16).

I"

2

[

2 3 4 5 6 7

Figure 16 fuzzy decision; x dividend c(" y

enieotIa endfnda teitreto ffzyst

I(rpeetn ihrojcieso osrit.Tegaeo
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The optimal dividend to be paid to the shareholders would be 3.5%,

considering the dividend with the highest degree of membershio in

the fuzzy set "decision" as the "most desirable".

Rather than viewing a decision as the intersection of several

fuzzy sets (Thole, Zimmermann, Zysno 1979) one could describe

it also as the union of all relevant fuzzy sets, using the maximum

I"

operator for aggregation

Example 4 :An instructor at a university has to decide how to

grade written test papers. Let us assume that the problem to be

solved in the test was a linear programming problem and that the

student was free to solve it either graphically or using the simplex

method. The student has done both. The student's performance is ex-

pressed - for graphical solution as well as for the algebraic solution

as the uohieved degree of membership in the fuzzy sets "good graphical

solution" (G) and "good simplex solution" (S), respectively.

Let us assume that he reaches

=0.9 and pS 0.7.

If the grade to be awarded by the instructor corresponds to the degree

of membership of the fuzzy set "good solutions of linear prograhmincg
I problems" it would be quite conceivable that this grade PLP could be

determined by

PLP = Max(PG, YS) = Max(O.9, 0.7) = 0.9

?I
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The two definitions of decisions - as the intersection or the

union of fuzzy sets - imply essentially the following

The interpretation of a decision as the intersection of fuzzy

sets implies no positive compensation (trade-off) between the

degrees of membership of the fuzzy sets in question, if either the

minimum or the product is used as an operator. Each of them yields

0 degrees of membership of the resulting fuzzy set (decision) which

are on or below the lowest degree of membership of all intersecting

fuzzy sets (see Example 3).

The interpretation of a decision as the union of fuzzy sets, using

0 the maxoperator, leads to the maximum degree of membership achieved

by any of the fuzzy sets representina objectives or constraints.

This amounts to a full compensation of lower degrees of membership

by the maximum degree of membership (see Example 4).

Observing managerial decisions one finds that there are hardly any

decisions with no compensation between either different degrees of

goal achievement or the degrees to which restrictions are limiting

the scope of decisions. The compensation, however, rarely ever seems

to be "complete" such as would be assumed using the max-operator.

It may be argued that compensatory tendencies in human aggregation

are responsible forthe failure of some classical operators (min,

product, max) in empirical investigations (Hersh & Caramazza 1976;

Thole, Zimmermann & Zysno 1979).

Neither the non-compensatory "and" represented by operators which

map between zero and the minimum degree of membership nor the fully

compensatory "or" represented by operators which map between the

maximum degree of membership and 1 are appropriate to model the

aggregation of fuzzy sets representing managerial decisions.
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New additional operators will have to be defined which imply some

degree of compensation, i.e. which map also between the minimum

degree of membership and the maximum degree of membership of the

4 aggregated sets. By contrast to modelling the non-compensatory
"and" or the fully-compensatory "or" they should represent types

of aggretation which we shall call "compensatory and".

It is possible that human beings use many non-verbal connectives

in their thinking and reasoning. Being forced to verbalize them men

possibly map the set of "merging connectives" into the set of the

corresponding language connectives ("and", "or"). Hence, when talking,

they use the verbal connective which they feel closest to their "real"

non-verbal connective.

In analogy to the verbal connectives, the logicians defined the

connectives "A" and "v", assigning certain properties to each of

them. By this, compound sentences can be examined for their truth

values. In contrary to this constructive process, the empirical re-

searcher has to analyze a qiven structure.

For the generation of promising and testable models we considered the

relationships between different levels of the hierarchies mentioned

in Section II 2.

Intensionally, in set theory higher level concepts are defined by the

union of the attributes of lower level concepts. Extensionally, however,

higher level concepts equal the intersection of correspondinq lower

level concepts (Zysno 1980). The most popular algebraic representation

of this type of aggretation is the Minimum
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Q= Min(pi) (34)

where (x) is the grade of membership of element x to set Ai

(for convenience, x and A are dropped in the formulas);

xe X = Universe of realized entities; 9 is the fuzzy set re-

presenting an empirical supercategory : A1, A2, .... Ai .... Amc

ecx.

However, operators like this yield acceptable predictions only

in very special situations. This probably is due to the tendency

of man to compensate attribute deficiences of one aspect by stressing

certain attributes of another aspect.

In extremal situations complete compensation is possible; in this

case the maximum operator would seem appropriate.

p9 = Max(pi). (35)

In order to model human evaluative behavior the pool of candidates

to be tested should comprise such operators which work between
0 minimum and maximum. Of course, they should also satisfy the desirable

mathematical requirements of continuity, strict monotonicity , in-

jectivity in each argument(which is implied by the presence of con-

tinuity and monotonicity), commutativity (which is implied by the

presence of continuity, injectivity, and associativity (Aezel 1961) .

Unfortunately, it is hard to find an averaging operator meeting all

these requirements, Therefore,we should abandon at least one of them.

Most critical seems to be the associativity as it is fulfilled by the

median (Fung & Fu 1975) only. Hence we will be flexible with respect

to this property.
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Simple and well known operators regarding the remaining mathe-

matical requirements are the geometric mean

m -m
"0= (I ,ui) (36)

and arithmetic mean
I

m

P0 m i -Ui (37)

An example aggregating two membership functions by each of the

four operators is given in Figure 17.

u (x)

0

Fig, 17 Aggregation of two membership functions by geometric

(arithmetic)means as depicted by the dashed (dotted) line.

Experiments (Zimmermann & Zysno 1979, 1980, 1983) conducted in order
to get empirical evidence on this problem lead to the following con-

clusions
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3

(1) People use averaging operations when making judgments or

evaluations resulting in membership values between minimum and

maximum.

(2) The geometric mean and to some extent the arithmetic mean

are adequate models for human aggregation of fuzzy sets when

special compensatory effects exist.

* •(3) Men use still other connectives than "and" and "or".

a Quite naturally, if several operators are necessary in order to

describe a variety of phenomena, the question crises, how many

operators are needed, as each important situation in practice would

then call for an adequate model. Moreover, one would be forced to

assume that man has a decision rule enabling him to choose the right

connective for each situation. The pursuit of this train of thought

and especially its application implies a lot of difficulties.

We feel that one way to bypass these difficulties is to generalize

the classical concept of connectives by introducing a parameter

which may be interpreted as "grade of compensation".

Each point on the continuum between "and" and "or" represents a

different operator.

One way to formalize this idea is to find an algebraic representation

for a weighted combination of the non-compensatory "and" and the

fully compensatory "or" : The more there is a tendency for compensation

0 the more the "or" becomes effective and vice versa.

S,
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Let X be the universe of discourse with the elements x.

A, B andrare fuzzy sets in X. Then, the convex combination

of A, B and J' can be denoted by (A, B; P)and is defined either

by the relation

(A, B;F r TA + f8 (38a)

or

(A, B; = Af. BF r (38b)

wherefis the complement off-. Written in terms of membership

functions, (38) reads

and 1
f ff'(k (39b)

A basic property of the above-defined convex combination is expressed

by:

A Afl BC (A,B; F )C A U B

Obviously, the convex combination is a fuzzy set between the inter-

section and the union of two fuzzy sets A and B.

I
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one model, fulfilling the above mentioned properties and having

performed as the best balanced representation so far in several

experiments including practical decision situations is the so

ecalled y- operator

A.,),(40)

This model is a convex combination of the product and the algebraic

sum, which are known as algebraic representations of the intersection

.a and the union, respectively.

The a- operator seems rather complicated especially for use in

linear models. Thus additional compensatory operators have been

considered. The convex combination of minimum and maximum operator

ju (1- ) min ui +'ymax pi mI .1! (41)1 =l " i= L ,, -

is a special case of relation in which the min-operator stands for

"and" the max-operator for "or". }'apain is the parameter of compen-

sation. Using the empirical data of Zimmermann, Zysno (1983) this

operator gives a rather good model for aggregation although the

fmodel is better.One of its advantages is its computational

simplicity. A slight disadvantage could be seen in the fact that

extreme values get a higher weight and that dominated solutions

cannot be recognized after aggregation.

Example : wbv

Consider three alternatives x1 , x2, x3 each with membership values ofS i
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)'1' 92 and J3

x1  X2  x3  X1  x2  X3

P1 0.7 0.8 0.8 min 0.1 0.4 0.4

P2 0.3 0.7 0.4 max 0.7 0.8 0.8

P ).3 0.1 0.4 0.4

C Although x3 is strictly dominated by x2 the aggregation

y min +(I-\() max gives the same result for both and so both

are elements of the optimal decision. Additional considerations

are necessary in such a case to exclude those results. This fact

* is the consequence of minimum and maximum being not strictly

monotonous aid so the convex combination is not either.

The following figure shows the compensatory effect of this

operator for different values ofe'-.

% 0, 8 .........

0 ,2 ---------

Fig. 18
Aggregation of two membership functions by a convex combination 

of

min - max
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To avoid this effect and to qive hinher weight to middle

values new operators are proposed by Werners (1984). The idea

is to differentiate between the terms "and" and "or", to allow

compensation and to get the minimum when expressing the logical
"and" and maximum when intending the looical "or"

m 1m

u -min ui + E I11 )  (42)Uand i l

mm
or = max pi + (I-) 1

i=1 +i 0 (43)

Here y-is the degree of approximatino the logical meaning of

"and" and "or", respectively. The arithmetic mean gives a compensa-

tory effect. r =1 yields =and min and =Uor max. The combination

of these two operators leads to very qood 'results with respect to

the empirical data of Zimmermann, Zysno (1983). The mathematical

structure seems to be rather easy and efficiently to be handled.
Both operators are comminative, idempotent, monotonous, continuous, I

compensatory and generalisations of the logic "and" and "or",

respectively (Werners 1984). The following figures illustrate these

operators

,4
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p2 U2

Fiy 
19 an , IFi , 2

Fici. 19: and, 1~ Fig. 23 1 rV

2 P2

IU1

*Fig. 21 :and, 4 =0 Fin. 24 :or, v= 0
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111.3 Mathematical Programming Model

111.3.1 Combination Operator and Membership Function

Considering different types of membership functions, possible

aggregation operators and feasable algorithms 10 model types can

be characterized in terms-of the results. The numbers of the

columns refer to the "hierarchy of decisions" as shown on page 15

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9a 9b

Solution: I

Skalar x x x x x x x

Vektor _ _x x x x x

Sorting . x _

;j-Furction x
- I -k -I

I x x l x x x
7 -LTin N-Li

II x x x x X

Possible* Aggr~gator -.. ____

-, X x X

M in/Max x x x X

Mi n x x x x

0 ers x x x

SFM MILP LPAlaoithmAggr Aggr Aggr sortin sort

This project focusses on mathematical programming models which can

be solved efficiently. The computational effort depends essentially

on the mathematical character of the "equivalent crisp model"

i
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(last row in above table). The basic type of fuzzy model gives only

one "degree of freedom".

The type of equivalent model depends much more on the type of member-

ship function assumed and the type of operators used.

The "derived" models ought to be either linear programs or mixed

integer linear programs, otherwise c=lmutions can become ex-

I cessively long.

APEX, for instance, is an efficient tool for solution. Hence, our

attention is directed towards models of type 9a and 9b.

Principally several combinations of membership functions and operators

as proposed in III.1 and 111.2 are possible. But the following dis-

cussion will show that only few of them can be solved efficiently.

The \-operator, though empirically the most satisfying connective,

leads to crisp equivalents which are extremely hard to solve. They

are convex in some ranges, concave in other ranges and there do not

I aseem to be efficient numerical algorithms available which could be

used in the framework of an interactive decision support system to

find optimal solutions efficiently. The following picture gives an

impression of the unpleasant structure of these types of problems.

a

4"
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Fig. ;25~ r  
,..

The spline function as membership function toqether with the algebraic..

mean as a connective leads to crisp equivalent which are als:. non-linear

but which could be solved by usinn gradient methods. These, however, do 1

not seem to be well-suited for interactive approaches.

The improved logistic function with four parameters is too complicated

~to be used in mathematical proaramminql models, especially no equivalent

linear model can be found in neneral.

The logistic function, however, can be transformed such that a linear

function results (using logarithms). Therefore we concentrate on linear

original or transformed membership functions.

The feasability of computations does not only depend on the type of

membership function but rather on the chosen combination of membership

function and operator. With respect to operators we found that all those

basing on product-type models lead to very nasty equivalent models.

So we concentrate on the operators minimum and the convex maximum and

the new operators a-nd and or.

... .... . .. ....... . .. ... . . ... ..... ....
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Let us consider linear functions ci tx, on which membership functions

ui are defined,i = 1,...m. Using the minimum operator an optimal

decision x can be determined by solving

m
max min Hi (ci x) (44)
xeX i=l

This is equivalent to the mathematical programming model

max o',

o -}pi (cit x) i = 1,...,m (45)

xeX

If is linear for all i , then (45) is a linear programming model

and can be solved by an efficient linear programming code.

If the membership functions are nonlinear under certain conditions

equivalent linear models can be derived. For the logistic member-

ship function

l+ea (x-b)

-+.e

(45) becomes

max ok (46)

s.th. < 1
- +e-ai1 itx-i) ,'~,. .m

X~i X

0If (o, xo ) is an optimal solution of (46) then ° is the degree of

membership ,f x0 to the fuzzy set decision. But in this form the model

0J
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can hardly be solved. An equivalent formulation with

In

is given by

maxy'

s.th. ai(citx-bj) f"

6 x X

max . (47)
s.th. icit :- b1 .;

aa
x 2X

After solving (47) which is a normal LP the optimal :5olution of this

model, (o' , xo) has to be transformed to find the optimal solution

to (46) by ( e-i' 0  x°)

-'0 I1+e_ !1

Because the minimum operator does not allow any compensation a number

of compensatory operators are considered in the following

* Using the convex combination of minimum and maximum the problem of

finding an optimal alternative reads

m m

max --min yi(x)'+(l-,) max ui(x). ) (48)
x'ZX i= 1

0 0.1 degree of compensation

S:
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respectively for linear goals and constraints

m m
max (,min- u (citx)- + (1-) max ui(ct x) (49)x- x:X i=1 i=1

Equivalent to (49) is

max + (50)

•s .th.c o',, P.i (ci t x )

r, 2 <ui(cit ) for at least one.... "i.- S 1 ... , 9M

XF X

In this mathematical programming model the second group of constraints
*| can be substituted by

2/2 ui(ci tx) + M Yi
(51)

mm -y < m - 1
6 i=1

Yi binary variable,

M very large (dependent on the computer used)

Thus (50) can be modelled by a mixed-integer programming model. If all
t

membership functions ui are linear in ci x then the resulting model

is a mixed integer linear programming model (MILP) which can efficiently

be solved by standard software, for instance APEX.

The same does not necessarily hold for non-linear membership functions,

as can be shown for logistic functions. Then an equivalent model to (50)

- ---- --
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I~ is

ma x -- (52)
1+e ~1 1+e 2

4s.th. .~'a(c. tx-bi ~i)..9

a citx-bi) for at least one

x iX

which is non-linear.

Considering the new operator "fuzzy and" with

m m
ma (.mi .u(c. ) 1~ 1 x)c X) (53)

* x'X i=1

an equivalent programming model can be formulated

m
max a+(1-y -Y CL

4s.th. a+ ai j . (ci tx) t'i =I S. ..

x r-

a. 1a .. 9

alaz > 0

4i
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if 4i(ci x) are linear for i=1,.,..,m then (54) is a crisp LP.

With iii(x) =.L.(x).= 1
L -b-a (55)

I+ei(citx i

ma x a +(1-y 'Z

s.th. a + ai < 1i c

a~ tai

A substitution leads to the following crisp mathematical programming
model with linear constraints and nonlinear objective function.

max +...ea.. + (1 + I ea - e il
1+ =1 1+ ea'1 + e'+ ea' a )

*s. th. a' + a .<a. c x b)

xe

ia. 0

(56)

o+ a, 1 in (55) vij = 1,...,3m follows from

a~a = + ~ < 1 for eca+ 01i oval&cz
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U The following table presents those combinations of membership

functions and aggregation operators which lead to efficiently
solvable models and can be introduced into a decision support

system

Min Min/Max A.M. And y-Oper.

Linear
L.P. Mix.Int:. L.P. L.P.Model l

GI' _ ___ __

Ldgistic L.P.
Model! I ____

e iExt.Log.
Model

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. _ - - -- - - - - - -

Si

6" ..
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111.3.2 Interactive Model

Using the decision support system first the decision maker has

to give his goals and constraints for a fuzzy programming model.

Goals and constraints are not treated equally as in the fuzzy

decision model of Zadeh mentioned earlier. Instead we consider

as the main difference between a fuzzy goal and a fuzzy constraint

that the decision maker is able to give more information about

a constraint than about a goal. Similar to crisp programming

models where he only distinguishes between 0 and 1 degree of

membership for satisfying a constraint the decision maker a priori

gives a membership function for each constraint. The membership

function of a fuzzy maximization goal cannot be given in advance but

depends on what is possible when satisfying the constraints. So

additional information has to be attained about the dependencies

of the model. This can be done by the system. Here extreme solutions

are determined optimizing one goal over two crisps feasable regions

one with degree of membership of one, the other with positive degree

of membership until zero. The results are used to determin membership

functions of the goals.

Solving a crisp vector maximum model Zimmermann (1978) proposed to

deduce membership functions dependent on the ideal and the pessi-

mistic solutions. The concept used here to propose membership functions

for the goals is a generalization which is necessary to handle fuzzy

goals under crisp and fuzzy constraints. Aggregating all membership

values i.e. of goals and constraints a compromise solution is determined.

Interactively the decision maker can now change the proposed membership

functions until he is satisfied with the compromise solution.
I

Inm ~ mm lm nn im
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1

The interactive fuzzy programming system supports a decision

maker, especially in two different ways
- first, it determines extreme solutions and proposes membership

functions describing the goals.
- second, it evaluates efficient compromise solutions with

additional local informations.

After each presented compromise the decision-maker gets more and

more insight into the model and can articulate further preference

information

- local, by modifying membership functions,
- global, by modifying the model.

The following rough flow chart sketches how the DSS works

Model Formulation 1

Efficient
Extreme Solutions

Compromise Solution
Local Informations

'Best',,Solution"--. yes___compromi
"- cceptable ---.comse

? ~ STOP

Modification of
Membership FunctionFigure 206 :

Rough flow
chart DSS..c1 '.

Consequence s

no-
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( The consequences of an interactive variation of a linear

r

Miembership function can be seen in figs. 27a, 27b. Here L is
fixed whereas u2 is modified by changing c to c'

4The resulting compromise solution x 0I after modification has

ahigher value ctxl :, ctxO , but the degree of membership has
decreased. This is the result of the higher aspiration level

formulated by the decision maker.

I'

f

Figa. 27a

I

-4

I

S .mFig. 27b
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Sci c. . . C

C 01 °  01 Z C2 i ... ZCkjX I>- ~ jj 2 jxj•J-.

ok ok ok Z ok
x C2j j • CkjXjii l xJ 3

X 11 11 11 11cI.x .2 x.. kX.
lj• 2 j xj

1k 1k 1k 1kX C Cl Cj C

Fig. 28 Extreme solutions

xol,...,x k and x11,. x k are extreme solutions of a fuzzy

maximization model with membership value to the constraints of

0 or I respectively.

Afterwards a compromise solution x is determined by the system

and is proposed to the decision maker includinq the deorees of

membership to the different goals and constraints

I

Lh . ... _ _ _ _ _
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S4

Using the DSS the decision maker has to give his data for the

following fuzzy linear programming model

k, max CI x

k2 min C2 x

mI  s.th. A, x A bl, bl"

m A2 x 2' b2  (57)

m3  A3 x.b 3, b3 , b3

D"_ x 4_ eI

D2 x 2 e2  N xeX

D3 x =e 3x >o 0,

Assumption :ibi <biI<i

For each goal an efficient individual optimum is determined

considering the constraints satisfied with membership degree one

or zero respectively. The extrem solutions are presented to the

decision maker in a table and are used to determine the membership

functions of the different goals (theoretical evaluation to this

point can be found in (Werners, 1984)).

0
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max min L

C1 .... 
1 2 1 -1 1

x0 C1 X 2 X k a x 1 a 2tx° a, 3tx ° 0

cc... b2  3-3

0 0 a°+a 0 a+a° a+ah a+a 0 a+al a+al
0 1 o2 oh 11c 21 3

Fig. 29 Compromise solution

Now the decision maker can decide whether he agrees with one of

the proposed solutions or whether he wants to change one of the

membership functions or the degree of compensation of the aggregation

operator.

L
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111.4 Empirical Investigation Portfolio Analysis

The DSS should be tested in real military or civilian decision

s:;ituations. 3esides the methodological restrictions mentioned in

the previous chapter restrictions concerning reality and com-

putation time had to be taken into account.

Thus the empirical decision situation had to be chosen such

that

1. the substantial concepts have to be understood as fuzzy

subjective categories and as fuzzy goals/restrictions,

2. the membership function is linear or logistic in first

4 approximation,

3. the aggregation of the subjective categories and the fuzzy

goals/restrictions respectively can be represented satis-

factorilly by simple operators such as minimum and maximum

convex combinations of both, or convex combinations of min

and alg.. mean.

4. the decision situation can be described by few categories so

that it remains comprehensable,

5. the hierarchie of criteria (for the use in the LP) has the

same depth in all branches,

6. the data can be collected with acceptable effort.

No military problem situation could be made available to us. We,

therefore, turned the above mentioned non-military cases.

Equirements seemed to be fulfilled in the decision situation

when buying bonds. After having collected information concerning

the quality of the alternatives from brokers or other sources the

I

I .
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I

decision maker generally selects relevant aspects like maximizing

the profit or minimizing the risk. His goals and/or restrictions

can be formulated in a fuzzy way formalized by membership functions.

Often the investor has to rely on brokers because of the complexity

of the problem. Anyway the goals of the investor, his individual

economic situation and the restrictions resulting from individual

preferences should be clear.

Most of the investors want to maximize the annual profit no matter

4 whether it results from raising stock prices or from dividends.

Those who use the profit for subsistence prefer safe monetary

returns and raise the portion of shares with high dividends or

of bonds with fixed interests. A third group prefers an increase

of the value of the portfolio and therefore tends to shares with

growing values.

The economic situation of the investor restricts the budget. It

also determines the portfolio-condition which is formalized by

a single investment. For example the budget can be DM 100.000.-

and the maximum for a single investment 10 per cent or DM 10.000.-

Restrictions concerning the individual preferences are normally

stated in terms such as "more defensive/more aggresive" or
"risk avoiding/speculative". They should be explicitly formulated,

for example, as lower bounds for the increase in price and dividend,

.4
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"tolerable" fall in price or dividend. This yields substantial

restrictions for the alternatives. So the investor learns about

how realistic his expectations are and can correct them if

there is no bond satisfying all his wishes.

111.4.1 Models

When modelling the goals and restrictions of the investor on

the one hand and the evaluation of the brokers on the other hand

c one needs a common formulation which can serve as a basis for the

interface.

!~
* 111.4.1.1 The descriptive model

First we have to create a simple system which is acceptable both

for the investor and the broker. Within this system the process

of valuation should be clearly structured so that the investor

can at least partly understand the propositions of the broker in

order to correct his aoals if necessary. So the system should satis-

fy the following conditions

1 1. Simplicity An investor with normal education should be

able to understand the system.

2. Substance : The system should contain the substantial aspects

of evaluation.

* 3. Symmetry : The criteria of evaluation should be chosen

such that both the structure of the expectations of the

investor and the aspects of evaluation by the broker are

represented.
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The main goal of the evaluation is to reach a "good investment".

This consists of an increase in prices and of an attractive di-

vidend. For each of there aspects one can expect a more or less

satisfactory development (supposing fixed environmental factors)

which can be described by the price after an agreed period for

one year. The development itself and so its forecast is uncertain

which yields fluctuations in the stock-exchange prices. The analogous

holds for the dividend which is not guaranteed to be stable.

The crucial problem of investment is the risk. The normal goal

c of the investor is a profit as high and as safe as possible. But
there is hardly any bond with these qualities. The owners of such

papers would have no interest to sell causing the prices to raise

because of the great demand.

Papers with an uncertain development often have better opportunities

of good profit combined however with a rather high risk. Now the

above mentioned preference (concerning the risk) of the investor

* becomes decisive. Often a mixture of bonds with different opportunities

of profit is recommanded according to the principle of diversification.

The analogous holds for the dividend which rarely is guaranteed to

* be stable. In the worst case, however, it can fall to 0 per cent

which amounts to a loss when takin' into consideration inflation.

The above described criteria can be ordered into a simple hierarchical

*structure as to their dependencies (Fin. 30 ). The rate of interest

is supposed to be stable in order to facilitate the scheme.
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(The corresponding lines in the hierarchy are therefore dashed).

Good investment

Good development attractive dividend acceptable rate
of prices of interest

expected expected expected
prices 'fluctuation dividend continuity rate of -continuity

'interest

risk opportunity lowest range

Fig. 39 Hierarchy of criteria for evaluations bonds

0
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r

For evaluating a bond the base informations are combined in a

systematic process of agqregation according to the paradigm

of the hierarchy of subjective categories. Naturally this

hierarchy can be expanded easily. For simplicity of the

model it is supposed that the broker or the experienced investor

solve this task in an internal process of evaluation and by

means of coefficients, scorinq and graohical methods.

(Chart analysts).

This more or less qualified process of evaluation finally yields

the expected changes of price and dividends.

Such prognosis have two advantages for the investor. First he

is able to control the performance based on the hierarchy of

categories. Secondly he gets the opportunity to manifest his

structure of expectations in a normal process. Hence he becomes

aware of it and he can control and correct it.

Before we can express the method numerically we have to operationalize

the criteria. They have to coincide concerning their dimensionality

and have to haveat least the quality of an interval scale because

additions have to be performed so that they can serve as the base

of an LP. So we chose monetary units for prices and dividends as

these are used on the stock exchange too.
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The categories are symbolized as follows

Si index denoting the bond

EKi expected price

RKi risk

cKi opportunity

EDi expected dividend

RDi risk of dividend (lowest)

c Di opportunity of dividend (range)

Symbols for informations concerning the prites and dividends

ki  price at the beginning of the actual period

estimated price at the end of the period

estimated lowest price during the period

* i estimated highest price durin the period

di  last dividend

di next dividend

di estimated lowest dividend

di  estimated highest dividend

The period is fixed to one year because in Germany the dividend

is paid once a year. Then the expected price is estimate

(58) EKi

IL
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S

Next the two aspects of uncertainty, risk and opportunity, are

considered. An investor with a high preference for certainty

tries to enlarge the capital with the essential restriction, that

the possible rateof loss is as small as possible. He would prefer

a small but certain profit to a large but uncertain one. The risk

of loss is fomulatized by the estimated lowest price during the

period

(59) R Ki =ki- i

aThe opposite of the risk of loss is the opportunity of profit.

The aggressive investor will try to gain a considerable profit.

If the expected risk of loss is less or equal to the possible

profit, he won't buy. But the more favorable a paper is concerning

the opportunity of profit the more attractive becomes the paper.

The opportunity of profit is expressed as the difference between

the estimated highest price and the estimated lowest price

- (50) c Ki = (ki-ki) - (ki-k i )

= k. + k. - 2k.

* Similar operationalizations are possible for the aspects of an

acceptable dividend. The expected dividend is equal to the estimated

one (as was assumed for the price):

* (61) EDi = di

f-.
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I

The risk of the dividends can be described by the difference

between the estimated lowest dividend and the rate of inflation

* (converted into DM)

(62) RDi = di - I

Because the rate of inflation is constant for all possible

investments it can be omitted without loss of adequancy of the

model. So the risk of the dividends can be represented by the

estimated lowest dividends.

(53) RDi i

The opportunity could be operationalized analogously taken the

rate of inflation into account

(64) c i = di + di - 2 1

* The rate of inflation again is a global constant. The lowest

dividend is bounded from below by zero and therefore has a smaller

range than the highest dividend. So it will correlate with the

opportunity of the price. Thus it makes more sense to represent

the opportunity of the dividend by the difference between the

estimated highest and lowest dividend

(65) cDi di di

rI

I
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This is a measure of uncertainty. A defensive investor will favour

a lowest price as high as possible together with a small uncertainty;

a speculative investor will prefer a low probability of the lowest

price together with a great range above. To compare the criteria

E for different bonds we use a percentage scale referring to the price Ki.

For each share the values of the criteria are multiplied by a weight gi:

(66) gi = 100/ki

This percentage transformation is useful in order to make the criteria

better comprehensable to the investor. It would be hard to ask for the

expectations for each bond. So the expectation can be generally expressed

I for a category. If the interest of a bond is lower than, for instance,

the rate of inflation, it is of no interest to the investor. Also the

acceptable risk and the lower bounds for the opportunity can be in-

quired more easily if the price is supposed to be 100. The transformation

* to a share i is obtained by dividing by gi.

The expectations of investors may be dichotomous, i.e. a share with a

dividene of more than 8% is considered attractive while shares with

* 8% or less are not. Usually, however, this transition from "attractive"

to "not attractive" is gradual. If the "rate of acceptability" is repre-

*sented by values between 0 and 1, the acceptability of a share with a

dividend equal to the rate of inflation might be 0 and that of a share

1 with a dividend (in percent) twice as high as the rate of inflation is 1.

w'

I
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In between there is a continuum of gradual acceptance.

In between there is a continuum of gradual acceptance.

Returning to the above described paradigm of the hierarchy of

subjective categories the numerical relationships between the

value of the base variables and the individual acceptance are

thus modelled by membership functions. For the subjective cate-

gory "risk" it describes the degree of membership PR(i) of the

alternative i to the set R of risky investments.

The individual "model" for the structure of expectance of an

investor need not to be totally isomorphic to the system of ca-

tegories, but it should be possible to project it into the formu-

lated system such that the investor sees his interests represented

well enough.

* 111.4.1.2 The normative model

The classical formulation of decision theory distinguishes

1. a set of possibl'e activities (decision variables),

5 2. a set of restrictions to bound the space of alternatives

(elements within the solution space have a degree of member-

ship equal to 1, else equal to 0),

3. a goal function which associates a degree of desirability

5 with each feasible solution.

0J
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If the variables are additive this yields the following formal

structure
(57) maxcx z

s,th. Ax b

x >0

Here x is the decision variable, in the above described problem

the quantity of each bond. The matrix A contains the information

of the brokers, the vectors c and b represent the goals and re

strictions of the investor respectively.

In the classical LP (Problem depicted in ()thers is only one

goal function. The different conceptions of the investors concerning

the weights of the raise in price and the dividend cannot be

formulated as a goal but only as restrictions. The two components

of profit (price, dividend) are used as the objective function:

(68) max j. (ij - kj + d

The restrictions can be derived from the operational ization of

the criteria

1. raise in price :

(69a) Wj( - X.)xb 1

2. risk of price

(63b) r (k. - k )x b
j - j
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3. opportunity of price

(69c) E (k-j + k. - 2k.)x. : b

j j -J3

4. profit of dividend

(69d) dX. b 4
j -J J

S4

5. risk of dividend (lowest)

(69e) E dx. b 5

6. opportunity of dividend (range)

(69f) E (d. - db)x <
j J - J

L3
7. total budget

(69g) b k.x. -

__ j J

8. portfolio condition

(69h) 0 X x j/k 2

* aqgregation of kjx S b 8 -kj/k. and non-neqativity x. z 0

Different preferences of the investors are expressed by different

numerical values of bi . Bascically the type of inequalities can also

vary. Here we nave formulated the most plausible model which

can be modified if necessary when the experimental restrictions are

available.
S
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111.4.1.3 The prescriptive model

Using the approach of Fuzzy Sets (FS) the elements of the space

of alternatives are no longer associated with a degree of member-

4

ship of the set {O.11 but of the interval Co1.1,]. The rule of
association is formalized by the membership function.

The sanme holds for the goal function because the FS-approach

does not distin'i~uish between coal function and restrictions.

(Bellman &Zadeh 1970). Hence the problem has to be reformul; ted,

such that we are lon-inq for an aTternative -'hich is optimal

according to the oiembershin function (including goal function and

restricti-ons). It is normally structured as follows:
T

(70) C x Z

Ax B

x 0

Matrix A is to be interpreted as a list of rowvectors which are not
Tstructurally differentfromc .. Extending matrix A by cT w? obtain the

matrix AP and the vector bt. Thus problem (70) can be expressed as:

(71) At x <bt

x 0

(At is an m+1 xn - matrix, bt an m+1 -vector.) The i-th fuzzy re-

striction/goal function can be transformed to an equivalent crisp

problem using the following evaluation function

.A
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(72) 1- (Bx) i b.

b + - (Bx) . < (Bx) s b. + E
i. (x) = 1 oii -b. (x i 1 b.+

W

0 -(Bx) b.

The meaning can be explained by the following figure:

0 ------

"€I "
I '

O i , (BX).
b. E.S1 1

Fig. 30a : Meaning of the variables in equation r72)

The main difference to the classical LP is the variable e, which

replaces the crisp bound b. by an interval [bi,b i + E i]1 .

* For each row (restriction or objective function) (72) has to be de-

fined on the bases of the collected data. A "fuzzy decision" with the

degree of membership 4o(x) finally is a function of the aggregation

of the membership function_ 4i(x). The optimal decision x is the one

which maximizes the degree of membership 4 9(x).

IJ

I
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i
This yields the optimizing problem

(,) .max u,(X)

x- 0

Using the minimum as aggregation operator as proposed by

* Bellman & Zadeh (1970) (73) is equivalent to

Max X O X - 1

s.th. X S (bi_(Bx) +) i = 1 (1)m+

x 2 0

The model of the Portfolio oroblem as an FLP

* resembles the normal LP structurally. It aims to maximize the

raise in price and the dividend

(73a) Max Z (kj - k) xj
j J J

(75b) Max Z d x

i - 3

Here xj is the decision variable which denotes the quantity of

bond j. The crisp bounds b. are abandoned in favour of intervals of

II
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U1

acceptance with lower and upper bounds (Bi Bi/i = 1, 2 ,6),

which are specified by the respective membership function.

Beside these individual categorial levels of aspirations there

are two more general restrictions. First the available total

budget (B7 ) must not be exceeded. Secondly there is a maximum

value (B8 ) allowed for a single investment (portfolio condition).

* Here one can assume that the investor tends to allow higher invest-

ment for safer bonds. A plausible weight is the ratio of the expec-

ted lowest price to the actual price. The maximum investment for a bond

can be computed as the product of the upper bound

B with k./k..

This yields the following restrictions

1. profit in price

(75e) E. (k. k. x. BI B1

2. risk of price

(75b) K (k. - k .)x. B

j -3 ] ]21 2
0

3. opportunity of price

7 (k. + k. - 2k)x. B31 B3

(76c) 3

4. profit in dividend

dX.B4 B4(76d) -3 3 40 ]
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5. risk of dividend (lowest)

76e) E d.x. B- 51 B5
j - j5 5

6. opportunity of dividend (range)

(76f) x (d. - d.)x. I -' B 6

JJ

7. total budget

(76g) k .x. B 74 j ] J

8. portfolio condition

S76h) 0 X B 8  ik /k.

(aggregation of k x. B8  k./k. and x. 0)
8i

Now we can determine an aggregate membership function and find the

combination of alternatives which maximizes this function.

Remember that the minimum operator has been choosen to model the inter-

section. Verbally this means that an investment is good if the increase

in price and the risk of price and the opportunity of price and the

increase in dividend and the risk of dividend and the opportunity of

dividend are good, or more precise if the minimum over all criteria

T

.1
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is at a maximum.

Probably some of the investors are indifferent as to whether

Eprofit results fomraise in price or from dividend. They would
aggregate the subjective categories "good development of prices"

and "attractive dividend by,"or" which can be represented by the

maximum operator for the membership functions.

I|

Continuing our paradigm partial degrees y are possible between the "a"

"and" and "or" aggregation. This results from the fact

that some aspects of raise in price and dividend are similar

while others are divergent. Thus it does not matter whether the

profit results from a raise in price or from the dividend. But usually

the dividend is associated with a higher certainty than the predicted

raise in price which can not be timed exactly. I n section 3.2 we

* proposed the convex combination of the intersection and the union

for the aggregation in order to be able to model the individual

preferences. This convex combination is formally represented in the

LP by the minimum and maximum because of the better numerical tracta-

hilitV

(77) (C1 -C1) Mn-S (1.- k.)x. :;-C1
1 -1-j

If the investor defines lower and upper levels of aspiration for

the two goals (75) , i.e. C1, DI' 1 2, C2 the following

model can be formulated

Goal

\78) rax (1--) Mn + Y Max

67
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restrictions

1. "goal P"

(79a) PO(x) =(1--(') Min[ (x) ]+ -Y Max (x)

2. "goal II"

(79r) - Min Zd -C2

3. profit in price

(79c) - Min -Z k)x. ~ B

4. risk of price

(79d) BB - fin -E (k. k k X. S -B
2 --2 -2

5. opportunity of price

(79e) t33- B 3 M i. n - 0 k + k. 2k)x. B -B

6. profit of dividend

(79f) (B - B) >n - d.x -
4 -4 J-

7. risk of dividend lowest)

(Ng9 ) (B 5 - B) fMin -7 d x -B
5 J -5
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C

8. opportunity of dividend (ranges)

79h) (B6 - B6  Min + E. - d.)xj : B6

9. "qoal I"

(80a) ( C1 ) Max- E (Kj- k)xj- MY1 L C1J

10. "goal II"

(80b) (C 2 - 2 Max -Y d x. -MY 2 $C 2

11. profit in price

(S;C) (BI - B 1 ) Max - Z (kj - kj)xj - MY3 S B1

12. risk of price

(80d) (B 2 - 2 ) Max- E (k. -k)x. -MY B
(B 4

I ,80d) 2B - B3)_ 3a j(j+k_ k] '  . Y  B

13. opportunity of price

,80e) (B - B ) .,ax - >_ (k. +. - MY6  - -B -

14. profit of dividend

(-) - B Max d-x. x MY B5
5I 15. isk f diiden (loest
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16. opportunity of dividend

17. excl us ion

Min (Y. 0
(80i')3

18. artificial variable

(3j M 0

19. total budqet

I(81a) E kx S B 7

20. portfolio condition

2

;'81b) 0 8
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Restriction (79) concerns the minimum and restriction (80)

the maximum. The budget re'striction and the portfolio restriction

are generally valid.

(The-,--values for the degree of compensation of categories should

be kept variable both within the hierarchy and between the indi-

viduals in order to obtain an adequate representation of the

human decision. At the present state of knowledgp this is only

possible in the descriptive model. In the long run progress can
be expected for the prescriptive model also.

LI

111.4.2 Preliminary study : nMembership function of the investor

To get an idea about the shape of the membership function (type B),
which represents the investor's attitude concerning the categories

of the hierarchy of evaluation, 10 persons were interviewed, who

possessed a depot of bonds. This procedure was not intended to

obtain a representative random sample of all possible individual

membership functions, but to

a) show, that the goals and restrictions of investors can be

represented by membership functions,

b) select characteristic constellations of membership functions

which can serve the brokers as an indication of the expec-

tations of investors in the main study.

The membership functions of subject 4 are given in the following

figures.
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111.4.3 Main study comparison of performances.

After the model had been formulated and the empirical conditions

(structure of the goals and restrictions of the investors) been

ensured the final and most important phase of empirical testing

could be started. Based on the forecasts of the brokers con-

cerning the development of prices and dividends of a represen-

tative selection of bonds portfolios could be determined by

means of LP and FLP. These portfolios had to be compared with

the propositions given by the brokers.

On the basis of the model it could be expected, that the FLP

supplies "better" results than the LP because more information is

considered via the membership function. 'uch a comparison, however,

yields a relative judgement only; nothing can be said about whether

the available informations have been used advantageously. For this

purpose we would need a level of comparison which represents the

general development of the stock exchange.

S

As a simple and plausible orientation the percentage of profit

obtained by a random selection one may use 2
(82) Tz-2 k z

Vz 100
Vzuf 2k

100 (2kz/2k-

z Z

Here kz  is the price at time t and kt the price at a later

time t' . Index z indicates that the prices are a random represen-

tations of all bonds.
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This value can be compared with the percentage of profit ob--

tained from the bonds i of portfolio proposed by the brokers j

(83) V(i) = 100 - .-
W~j) B

- 100 (Zk./B-1)

B denotes the total budget at time t . If V is greater than
WP(j)

VZuf the broker has provided a good forecast. The analogous holds

for the forecast based on LP and FLP.

111.4.3.1 Hypothesis

If the models contain relevant information then it can be expected

that the LP yields a better portfolio than pure chance and FLP yields

* better results than LP : VLpVFLP If non-linear membership functions

(AP) could also be interer3ted the appropriate solution would pro-

bably dominate the above mentioned solutions.

Naturally the current project can only make statements about some

of these relationships. The zero hypothesis assumes that neither

the formal models nor the brokers contain relevant informations

beyond the actual prices. It was assumed that the rates of change
I are all equivalent

H VZu =VWP(j) =VLP(j = VFLP(j)

I
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Io

The alternative hypothesis has to make a statement about the

order of the performance of the model compared to that of the

4brokers. It can be expected , however, that at least some of

the experts have not sufficiently considered the restrictions

giv'i by the investors (defensive, speculative ), so that they

may produce an infeasible solution.

If the brokers j has been conscious about the preferences of

the investor when selecting his portfolio the alternative

hypothesis reads as follows

H" VZ uf < P < VLP(j) < VFLP(j)

111.4.3.2 Experimental design

The empirical part of the research aimed at obtaining from the

brokers firstly estimates about the development of some selected

German bonds and secondly ; portfolio for the defensive and spe-

culative investor descibed in the above chapter. In order to keep

the experimental and financial effort wthin reasonable limits the

two following restrictions were made

1) The budget is fixed at DM 100.000.-

2) 30 bonds which are traded on German stock exchanges have been

selected such that

i!
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-the different lines of trade are represented

equally,

-the papers are approximately normally distributed with

respect to opportunities of prices and dividends,

-the main shares (18), federal loans with fixed interests

(4), real estate funds (4) and precious metals (4) are

* represented.

Each participant obtained a booklet of 20 paces which stated the

aims of the research and which made the brokers familiar with

their tasks. The completed questionnaires were returned to us by

a fixed date so that we could cuarantee the anonymity as well of

the participants as the financial institutions.

111.4.3.3 Evaluation and results

The test data were evaluated in the sequence of the hypotheses.

The results of the four stages are summerized in figure 3i for

the devensive and in figure 38 for the speculative investors.
The four columns represent the results of the decision models
"random", "broker" (WP), "Linear Programmning" (LP) and "Fuzzy

Linear Programming" (FLP). The presentation has exemplarily been

limited to three brokers.

20 brokers of different financial institutions were interviewed

concerningi the evaluation of different German shares, real estate

funds, bonas with fixed interests and precious metals. The eva-

luation expresses the forecasts of the expected mean, hinhest and
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lowest prices and dividends. Based on his own forecast each

participant proposed a portfolio with the budget of DM 100.000.-

for the above selected defensive and speculative investors,

Erespectively.

Our hypotheses have proved valid in all respects. Brokers are

generally able to select a portfolio which yields a better expected

profit than pure chance. By increasing the number of preferences

and demands of the investor and the number of possible investments

the probability of a feasible and even an optimal solution diminishes.

By using Linear Programming both can still be obtained. Fuzzy Linear

Programming enables one to find a compromise between divergent goals

(high increase of prices, high dividend) in the interval between two

restriction spaces and thus to enlarge the satisfaction of the user.

For-,,= .5 the compromise between the two goals "maximal increase in

prices" and "maximal dividend" yields solutions with higher weight

on the dividends. Changes to ,= 1 and y= 0 respectively yields a

higher weight for the associated components.

One conditious is, however, that the investor is able to articulate

himself sufficiently or, even better, that a verbal interface can be

defined which allows the freeflow of informations between the human

beina and the model. The proposed hierarchy of criteria, formalized

using fuzzy sets, proved very useful in this respect. It does not

only allow to receive informations systematically but also a

to the investor. His reactions, f.i. relaxation of restrictions or

specifications of certain areas of investment, could be useful for a

repeated and promising analysis.

II
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111.5 EDP -Implementation

1) Introduction

The system "DSS" supports the decision maker solving multi-

* criteria problems with crisp and flexible restrictions.

The system is composed of three components
* a) Man/Machine communication

This part has the following tasks

-to guide the decision maker through the system directed

by a menu,
-to present the processed data to the decision maker and

-to allow the input and change of the data and the decision
variables by the decision maker

b) Data management

This section contains the activities

- data processing and
- data update

c) System/Machine communication

6 This part is the interface to other software systems, which

are used by "OSS". In detail this section
- generates the interface files and

6- supervises and controls the execution of the software system
in use.

From the above description of the components of the system it becomes
6 obvious that the second part, "data management", depends only on the

chosen programmning language and therefore is unrestricted portable.
Section a) "Man/Machine communication" depends on the available hard-

6o
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*ware; section c) "System/Machine communication" depends on the

* software used.

- In detail the dependance on the hardware means that communication

is possible between a Hazeltine .Esprit III terminal and a Cyber

175 via a synchronous line. The dependence on the software makes

the application of the LP-system APEX III under NOS 1.4 necessary.

S-. The programs of the system are coded in PASCAL and FORTRAN. The
application of FORTRAN as a second language has been necessary due

to the fact that on the Cyber 175 of the RWTH Aachen APEX and

PASCAL are working with non-compatible data management systems.

In detail the system "DSS" processes the modules 1, 3 to 5,8 and 9

(of figure38). For this purpose two permanent libraries can be

used which contain

a) all system programs as relocatable binary decks

and

- b) all data of the problem known by the system.

-.. After starting the system the following libraries are generated

* . depending on the needs of the user
* - libraries for intermediate results and

- storage of control procedures which are selfstartina.
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111.6 Conclusions and Recommendations

The goals of the project as stated in the original application have

been achieved: A decision support system has been designed, programmed,

implemented and tested which supports decisions of the following very

general kind:

1. They have to be of the "mathematical programming type", i.e.

decisions have to be made which have to optimize one or more
"criteria" and which are constrained by restrictions such as

,0 budgetary constraints, limited firepower, limited availability

of capacities, resources-or times.

2. The criteria or goals can be of different character:

- they can be criteria which are to be strictly minimized or maxi-

mized,

- they can represent aspiration levels which have to be achieved,

- they can be criteria which have to be "achieved" in a more

approximate way, i.e. "if possible", "as good as possible",
"close to" etc.

3. The constraints can either be

- crisp, i.e. restrictions representing well defined borders such

as "at most 1 mio dollars", "at least 1000 men", etc.

- flexible in the sense "not much more than", "basically not less

than", "approximately". The reason for the constraints can be

that either the data are not exactly known, the requirements are

not known to the last digit, or that flexibility is desired

with respect to the constraints

0

ft..! AA &:I 4
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For those problems the system supports the decision maker by a fuzzy

multi criteria programming model interactively. The applicability of the

types of membership functions and operators used in the models have been

tested empirically and shown to be acceptable.

2. The work had to be done suject to a number of constraints:

1. Military problems could not be obtained for real testing.

-. 2. The hardware configuration in Aachen is essentially a double Cyber 175,

i.e. a very fast mainframe computer with, however, a not very comfor-

table and user oriented periphery, to that computer the terminals are

'e connected via a "concentrator'.

3. To solve the LP or MILP models the program APEX III was used.

. 4. Two years were available for all modelling, programming and testing.

Primarily due to those four constraints some improvements could not be

made, which can be considered as worthwhile extensions of this project:

Empirical:

Membership functions: So far linear or transformable 2-parameter logistic

membership functions have been used in the DSS. Outside the project it

has been shown, however, that the 4-parameter logistic function (see

fig. 7 on page 25) shows a better empi'cea. fit, i.e. is better context

* adaptable. The transformation of the 2-parameter logistic function into

a linear function is optimally possible via known methods. For the

4-parameter function this can only be done interatively. It would be

desirable to find ways to either determine the two parameters c and d

* directly or to design methods to obtain optimal linear approximations as

functions of a, b, c and d.

.. .. .
J
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Operators: So far the min-operator, linear combinations of min and max andI

the "fuzzy and", represented by a linear combination of min and the alge-

braic mean, have been included in the 055. It would be desirable to explore

empirically how distinctions can be made between the "fuzzy and" and the

"fuzzy or" when modelling a problem.

User-interface: Because of the lack of military problems the appropriate-

ness of the model-user-interface could only be tested and improved for the

portfolio problem. It would be desirable to test and possibly improve the

interface in other contexts.

6 Modelling:

The simultaneous use of the "fuzzy and" and the "fuzzy or" or the sole use

of the latter leads to integer derived models and to some other complica-

tions. One way out would be to use "hierarchical aggregation (see

Werners 1984, pp. 207-213]. This would also allow the decision maker to
develop his model in successive steps. To integrate this into the DSS

would require more theoretical, programming and testing effort.
So far we have assumed, that the original problems did not have any in-

teger requirements. To widen the scope of application of the DSS it would be
desirable to include new approaches [f.i. Zimmnermiann, Pollatscheck 19841

to this end. The integration of the 4-parameter logistic function would
also require additional modelling effort.

Coding:

Two improvements with respect to turn around times (i.e. waiting time of
the user) could be envisaged:

S In Aachen a new operating system will be installed in the near future

which allows parallel processing. Then a number of processing activities

could be performed in parallel rather than successively, which would

reduce the waiting time of the user.

..... .....-

0 ____
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It could also be conceived a configuration in which an intelligent

terminal and a mainframe share the work thus arriving at a multi-stage

system which would probably provide similar improvements.

*" It was already mentioned that the hardware available in Aachen lacks

some of the user orientation which, for instance, IBM or DEC computers

do provide.

Hence a modification of the DSS for other computer periphery could

considerably improve the user orientation and the portability of the

sys tern.

-6

.6

-6,

6.

6/
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IV Documentation of the System

"DSS" is a program system for supporting the decision maker solving prob-

lems with several objectives and crisp and fuzzy (flexible)restrictions

The system fulfills the following tasks:

- storage and maintenance of different data of the problem

- determination of membership functions and extremal solutions

- aggregation of membership functions and computation of compromise

alternatives

. - presentation of further local information and processing of inter-

active modifications.

This documentation aims at making the reader familiar with the way the

system is working. Therefore first a dialog with the system will be

presented examplarily. Then the existing data files and programs will

be documented. Finally a complete representation of error messages and

-screen masks will be given.

The documentation is structured as follows:

1. Structure of the system

2. Description of the data files

2.1 Survey

2.2 Detailed descriptions

2.2.1 PROBES

2.2.2 PROBDP

* 2.2.3 PROBL

2.2.4 APEX-., data fi s

2.2.5 TAPE4

0,

S:i
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3. Documentation of the programs

3.1 MAINTEN1

3.2 CREAT

3.3 DELET

3.4 DESCR

3.5 UPOTE

3.6 EXT

3.7 PROBSOL

3.8 BINGLP

o3.9 INDVLP

3.10 COMPL

3.11 SOLUT
3.12 MAINCCL

4. Error Messages

5. Masks for Dialog

... .. .. ...4. .. .
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IVAl Structure of the system

* The system "DSS" is a menu-oriented dialog system for solving multi-cri-
* teria problems with crisp and fuzzy restrictions. A static description

of the structure shall be omitted, because the structure of the system
is highly dependent of the wishes of the decision maker. Instead we shall

try to clarify the structure by describing a terminal session exemplarily.

The session will be represented on four levels:

- level of dialog

- level of job control

- level of data files

- level of programs.

We shall represent., for instance, the input of a new problem and the solu-
tion of this problem. We will omit the complete representation of all masks

for reasons of space.

In the following a single arrow denotes a flow of control, a double one a

flow of data.

I

6

-
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IV.2 Description of the data files

* IV.2.l Survey

data file mdlMAINPRQG H~AIfirN1PROBSOL SINGLP INDVLP COMPLP APEX SOLUT

PROBBES PU

PROBDAT PU PR PR

PROBLEM WW WR PR

ROW1/2 WW WR

COL1/2 WW WR

RHSI/2 WW WR

DECK1/ 2 WW WR WR

TAPE4 WR WW WR

CDECK WW WR WU

Legend:

PR - freading

*PW - library file writing

* PU -JLmodificating

WR -reading

WW - working file writing

- J t modificating
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IV.2.2 Detailed descriptions

IV.2.2.1 PROBES

General informations

Name of the file: PROBES

Organization: sequential

Type of file: permanent library modul
* Record length: 5 364 characters

Max. number of records: according to the stored problem descriptions

which have come in during the processing

Short description: File contains a global short description of the

present problems.

0

oS
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ISUCH - 3 digit alphanumerical searching key for determination of the
problem to be processed

PROBNAME - 20 digit alphanumerical name of the problem

* MAX - 2 digit numerical number of maximizing objectives

MIN - " " " " " minimizing objectives

FLE - " fuzzy --restrictions

FGE - " " " " fuzzy ",- restrictions

FEQ - " " " " " fuzzy - -resctrictions

CLE - " " " " " crisp < - restrictions

* CGE - crisp a - restrictions

CEQ - " " " " " crisp - - restrictions

LAENGE - 5 digit numerical description of the length of problem data

in records

BESCH contains a short formulation of the actual problem (up to

320 alphanumerical signs)

II IV.2.2.2 PROBDAT

General information:

Name of the file: PROBDAT

* Organization: sequential

Type of file: permanent multifile library modul

. Record length: : 34 characters

Max. number of records: sumation of the contents of the array LAENG[ in

* the file "PROBES"

Short description: file contains the initial data of all stored

problems

*

f
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RCTYP - type of the following records

1 - maximizing objective

2 - minimizing objective

3 - fuzzy </i - restriction

4 - fuzzy = - restriction

5 - crisp </> - restriction

6 - crisp = - restrictions

7 - variable without bounds

8 - variable with bounds

10 - row description

20 - input of coefficients

RCNAME user name of rows and columns

RCNAMI - internal name of rows and columns

RANBON - characterization whether variable is bounded

VARANZ - number of NNE in a row

BLO - values of the right hand side BLO < B BUP for fuzzy restrictions;

B - for fixed restrictions only B is given

BUP ,

, VARNO - number of a variable in a row

VWERT - value of coefficient

IV.2.2.3 Problem

General information:

Name of the file: PROBLEM

Organization: index-sequential

Type of file: working

Record length: variable

Max. number of records: according to the number of functions of the problem

to be solved

Short description: File contains processed initial problem for

generating the single LP/MIP model formulations
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Structure of data record

words: 1 2 3 .n

Integer Integer variable section
type of record record length

Type of record: 1 characterization of the problem

2 max - objective

3 min - objective

4 fuzzy objective i

5 fuzzy objective -

6 fuzzy objective

7 crisp objective .

8 crisp objective -

9 crisp objective

Type 1:

I* max OF i in OF I FR t FR a*i FR : CR < CR 4 CR=

Type 2 + 3:

column index value

Type 4 + 5:

W. !.h column index value

Type 6:

"b column index value]."

Type 7 - 9:

column index value
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IV.2.2.4 APEX input data files

General information

Name of the file: ROWI / ROW2, COLI / COL2, RHS1I RXS2, DECKI / DECK2,

CDECK

Organization: sequential

Type of file: working

Record length: 72 characters

Max. number of records: ; 2* number of functions + number NNE of the

coefficient matrix + 10
Short description: data files contains APEX input structures

* (For further informations see APEX III, Reference Manual, COC,

Publ.-No. 76070000, 1976)

IV.2.2.5 TAPE 4

General information:

Name of the file: TAPE 4

Organization: sequential

Type of file: working

Record length: 70 characters

Max. number of records: number of functions + number of variables + 3

Short description: file contains special APEX output which can be

processed by FORTRAN programs
4

0

4.
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Each solution file contains two header records, with each record being seven 60-bit words in length.
The first header contains the following information:

Word CR Cell Type Description

1 KNPROB Alpha Name of problem
2 KNOBJ Alpha Name of objective function
3 KNRHS Alpha Name of right-hand side
4 INBND Alpha Name of bounds set or blank
5 RPSOBJ Real Multiplier of objective, usually +1. or -1.
6 RPSRHS Real Multiplier of right-hand side, usually +1.
7 RDOBJFN Real Current value of objective function

The second header contains the following information:

Word CR Cell Type Description

1 KNCHOBJ Alpha Name of change objective function or blank
2 KNCHRHS Alpha Name of change right-hand side or blank
3 KNRNG Alpha Name of ranges set or blank
4 RPCHOBJ Real Multiplier of change objective function or zero
5 RPCHRHS Real Multiplier of change right-hand side or zero
6 LJROWS Integer Number of rows in the problem
7 LJCOLS- Integer Number of columns in the problem, excluding

LKRIHS right-hand sides

A seven-word record (60 bits per word) is written for each row and column (excluding right-hand sides) '

in the problem. All row records are described first, followed by column records.

The row detail record includes the following information:

* Word Type Description

1 Alpha Name of the row
2 Real Row activity level
31 Real Slack activity
41 Real Right-hand side lower limit
5t Real Right-hand side upper limit

6 Real Marginal value (dual)
Octal Special packed word

Similarly, the column detail record contains:

Word Type Description

1 Alpha Name of the column
2 Real Activity level of the column
3 Real Original cost (objective coefficient)
41 Real Column lower bound

0 5t Real Column upper bound
6 Real Marginal value (dj or reduced cost)
7T Octal Special packed word

L.
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As indicated, word 7 is a special word. Its information is packed in the following form:

Bits Value Description

59-58 00 Variable is okay
01 Reserved for future use
10 Variable is nonoptimal
11 Variable is infeasible

NOTE: A sign test specifies whether the variable is
nonoptimal or infeasible

57-30 0 Reserved for future use

29-12 - Variable number according to input order6

11-10 - Basis status, including the following four types of status:
00 * Nonbasic status
01 * Nonbasic at upper bound status
10 0 Basic status
11 0 Reserved for future use

9-8 Variable type, including the following four types of variables:
COLUMN TYPE (ROW TYPE)

00 0 Fixed (E = EQUALITY)
01 0 Plus (L = LESS THAN OR EQUAL)
10 * Minus (G = GREATER THAN OR EQUAL)
11 0 Free (N = FREE (NONCONSTRAINING))

7 - Upper bound indicator specifying one of the following two conditions:
(The U bit)t

0 0 No upper bound
1 0 Upper bound exists

6 - Lower bound indicator (columns only) specifying either: (The L bit)t
0 6 No lower bound (lower is zero)

1 0 Lower bound exists

5-0 - Variable type, including one of the following types of variable:
00 * Row variable
01 * Column variable
02 e Binary variable
04 9 Integer variable
05 0 Type 1 SOS variable
06 * Type 2 SOS variable

A final seven-word record is written to indicate the end of the special file. It takes the following form: 2
Word Type Description

1 Alpha $$END$$bbb (where b= blank)
* 2-7 - zero
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IV.3 Description of the program

IV.3.1 MAINTEN I

Name: MAINTEN 1

Task: processing of all maintenance activities for the data of the

appropriate CCL procedures

Language: FORTRAN

Status: - calling programs: MAINCCL

- called programs: CREAT, DELET, DESCR, UPDTE, EXT

control procedure

main program

subroutine

- mode: dialog

Data
files: PROBDAT, PROBBES

-

I 4,
I.

'
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IV.3.2 CREAT

Name:

Task: input of data for problem description and problem, formal check

of these data storage in the data files PROBDAT and PROBBES

Language: FORTRAN

Status: - calling programs: MAINTEN i

- called programs: --

control procedure

main program

subroutine

- mode: dialog

Data
files: PROBDAT, PROBBES

6'

6

6,

6
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IV.3.3 DELET

Name: DELET

Task: delete all data of a problem both in the file of description

and of problem, reorganisation of these data files

Language: FORTRAN

Status: - calling programs: MAINTEN 1

- called programs: --

control procedure

o. main program

soubroutine

- mode: dialog
Data PROBDAT, PROBBES
files:

S!;

0k
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IV.3.4 DESCR

Name: DESCR

. Task: This program enables the decision maker to page in the data file

of problem description and to search for a particular problem

Language: FORTRAN

Status: - calling programs: MAINTEN 1

- called programs: --

control procedure

main program
• subroutine

- mode: dialog

Data PROBDAT, PROBBES
files:

. .

6

6.

6
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IV.3.5 UPOTE

Name: UPDTE
Task: change single data of a problem in the data files PROBDAT and

PROBBES

Language: FORTRAN

Status: - calling programs: MAINTEN 1

- called programs: --

control procedure

main program

subroutine

- mode: dialog

Data PROBDAT, PROBBES
files:

. ..
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IV.3.6 EXT

Name: EXT

Task: according to the program activities desired in MAINTEN I create

a job control file which now controls the system "DSS" and which

returns to the main menu after termination

Language: FORTRAN

Status: - calling programs: MAINTEN 1

- called programs: --

*! control procedure

main program

subroutine

- mode: dialog

Data PROBDAT, PROBBES
files:

IV.3.7 PROBSOL

Name: PROBSOL

Task: extract a data record of the library data file PROBDAT and create

an index sequential data file PROBLEM for further processing

* Language: PASCAL

Status: - calling programs: MAINCCL

- called programs: --

control procedure

0 main program

subroutine

- mode: Batch

Data PROBDAT, PROBLEM
e files:

6%
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IV.3.8 SINGLP

Name: SINGLP

Task: create the individual LP's for determination of C and

Language: PASCAL

Status: - calling programs: MAINCCL

- called programs:

control procedure

main program

subroutine

- mode: Batch

Data PROBLEM, ROW 1/ ROW 2, COL 1/COL 2, RHS 1/RHS 2
files:

-j

Io
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IV.3.9 INDVLP

Name: INDVLP

Task: take over the weighted objective functions to the individual LP's

Language: PASCAL

Status: - calling programs: MAINCCL

- called programs: --

control procedure

main proaram

subroutine

- mode: Batch

Data ROW 1/ROW 2, COL 1/COL 2, RHS 1/RHS 2, DECK 1/ DECK 2
files:

I •

I%

I

I:

I
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IV.3.10. COMPLP

S"Name: COMPLP

Task: take over the results of the individual LP's; compute the

coefficients of the compromise LP; create data structure of

APEX

Language: FORTRAN

Status: - calling programs: MAINCCL

- called programs: --

control procedure

main program

subroutine

- mode: Batch

Data TAPE 4, CDECK
files:

0-

0L-

0°
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IV.3.11 SOLUT

Name: SOLUT

Task: take over the results of a compromise LP; processing and output

of the solutions in dialog; modify the coefficients of the

compromise LP's, if desired by the decision maker; create the

modified data structure for APEX

Language: FORTRAN

Status: - calling programs: MAINCCL

- called programs: --

control procedure

main program

subroutine

- mode: dialog

Data CDECK, TAPE 4, PROBLEM
files:
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IV.3.12 MAINCCL

Name: MAINCCL

Task: MAINCCL represents a local file, on which the job control

commands still to be processed are stored. MAINCCL selects the

individual programs and is changed by these programs according

to the wishes of the decision maker. Examples of the contents

of MAINCCL are given in the chapter on the structure of the

system

Language: NOS 1.4 - CCL

Status: - calling programs: ---

- called programs: MAINTEN 1, PROBSOL, SINGLP, INDVLP, COMPLP,

SOLUT

control procedure

main program

subroutine

- mode: Batch

Data
files:

F

I

L, _ _ _
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IV.4 Error Messages
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IV.5 Masks for dialog

The input of data principally takes place in the last available row in
all masks because of the difficulties described in the Sixth Periodic

report, page 5. Normally this is rfow 21.
Rows 23 and 24 serve for the output of error messages and hints.

Remind that the inplemented masks are partially processed during the

dialog. Thus in some instances the mask will be presented as created

6 after some steps of dialog.
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-. Appendix

Exemplarily the listing of 2 programs is shown in the appendix.
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* 1'VEfZAdEITJN4G JCR LFNK-TEi FtJCZY RESTkIKTIOtI*)
1SCIPt[TT, I c-i~TKAl 13 U4i )rEIE4.)

bEGIN
ZIEL :8 ALIS(LFNR - '9)

CASL TIP IF 4: dE G 1l
ARtITcLNUAOWI.I3 L fiRO.TYP37,#ZIEL:3);
wRi rcL-4(RjW2,u L IDROWTYP3VI,112L23);
Aifl :m I0,iTYP3;
END;

MRLTCLNLIJWI,!= G u,ROWTYP4:7,zIEL:3);
4,ir TLN4(.4t42v i G ! Ma0WTYP4S?, ZIEL& 3);
Rljj : 3swT(P4

.. v 61 i3Ili
4i!T LNU41.S E IpuOWTYP5f7eZIELflfl;
U4IT~LN1J42D I L IDROWTYP3:ODILiZIELZ 3);
dRLUcLN(UWV2pI G =-itIIwTYP4ZooaGNDZIELZ 3)
E4);

END;
.SCHRLTTZ EI4RAJ Ii RNS OArE[EN*)

CASc TYP JF 41 dE ;Iii
#4 IT cLN (4 iS lo iRHSTYPII7pN!LFS 3#,ut)TYPJ: 7,ZIEL: 3,

) )ATR4-:Ct .FRLEBUUILZ2I:4 1;
W4ItrLl(4-iSZ.- 3 PQHSTYP1;7,HILF:3.R)wTYP3:7,ZLEL:3,

)ATAECt9FMLEBOQ: 1224);

5: JEGIA
d-1I T L (I HS It v 3kMST YP 1 ?7pHILF 3p RIWTY P4: 7pZIEL : 3,

)ATR:.C?.FRLEOQ: 12:4);
viiI f L 0t 4HS 2p N, 9RHST YP I :7 H ILF:3sRDWT YP4: 7,Z IEL :3 p

rr a )ATRECt.FRLEBUQu.2*41;

JirIELNUHSI,3 a aRHSTYP1I7,HILF:3,R)3dTYP5:7,ZIEL:3,
) ATRE C' F REUB: 12 :4)

4UITrLidUIS2,9 v aRNHST YPLI :7,rH IL F :3 34W T Y P 3 t6SL S,
I1I1 L t 3. 0 A TP EC? t.F RE QBD00I112:94 ';

W 4 1IT cLl~4 -1S Z, fl NSTYPIJTNILFI3,RJWTYP4I6,EGN,
ZIEL:3,OATRECf.FREQJSuQ312:4)

ISCi-RITT3 ILP4TtA.; Ir4 C].. DATEIENO)
FU. J I ri Lvi Di

JSN3dX3 IN3PdNU3AoD iv 03000uod3u



6T

LI ryp) a b

£IL 3=AfS DATR EC t Fhc QC J6F(J ISP AL TI NO 9
4E 4 T AT EC . ECOEF EJ J.CQEFWE R

ELSE BEGIN
3:1 :a S()ATRrEC?.F,(LECj -EFLJJ-SP&LTINO0 - 9991;

4-?f :- )ATrC.FRL- CucF(J].COEFWERT
E i D *

CA-. TYP uJ#* a1 AI i
a4RLr6L~iE:J.ltg- 2!,JL rYPL: 7,SCHL:3oRJW4 :7,ZIEL:3, WERT:12: 4)

aklrcLidz)1.2.4- -CJLTYPI: 7,-SNL:3,R]WW:7,ZIEL:3,owERT:.12:4)
EIJ;
dE ~GIii

mLrcL,4(CJ1.#B -,C-JLTYPI3 7,SNL:3.R]W4:7,ZIEL:3.WERT:12:41;
RTrELA(3.2pi iCJLTYP1:?,9SrLI3Rw.d 7.ZIEL:3,WERT3L2:41
E '4D;

6; 3EGiii
WIr;-L-(:JLiv,- !. :JLrYP1:7,SCNL:3,RJWrYP5: 7,ZIEL:3,WERT:12: 43;
AITELIMC~jLZe iPCOLypl7SCHL:3OWaTYP3:b#IL!,ZIEL.:3,WERT:12:4) ;

WRIT:-LNC^.jL~tD !oCDLrypl:7tSCHL:3,RoWrYP4:b*rnGiPZIEL:3,wERT:12:4) ;

END;
END (0 JF PRJLLLJCE F.RE~r *1)
PROCEDUiE CR: ,T(VAR )Ar.EC :)ATS4TZ;VAR ROWlIROWZCOLlC)LZPRHS1,-RHS2:

CriAiRF.L;VAR GEPLFARPTYP: INTEGER);
V AR ZILHL J CL 4HE 4I:RA;kw:HRR
1VEIRARICIT.J4G JElR LFi4K(-rE4 CRISP RESTRJ.KTION*)
S* SC iR IrrT1 - E Ii r RA 3 1 N i ~A TE I EN

BEGIN
ZIEL :- AJS(L:NR -- 0)
HILF:.iLL;
CASE TY UF 7; dzEIlN

WA I T iLNUI k OW I. 3LkOllTYPb17#Z1ELl3);
4l~L4lWp L i,'ROWTYP:?9ZIEL:3);
RJ4W * ~IOWrYP6;

E 4a

d: dE ZI.i
w d IT aL'4 4 -W Ip G 2sRUWTYP7:7pZ1EL:3J ;

441r tL 4-1 ,o G 1 oR CWT YP 7 : 7PZ I :L 33)
KJW :8 ZJWTfP7

W A ~I TrU lJwult Z E n, PRUWTYPU3s7#ZIEL: 31;

*-lrL,3Z S E 2-sRwYPd87*ZIEL31;

EJ~ .4U

S~ ~CR~I T T2 r141 R A i 1,e ~R hi DAT EI EN*
:ASE TYP iF 7: 3 E; i

w9IT,:L A~lP ,=jHSTYPI:7,I4ILF:3,R3WTYP63 7,ZIEL?3,-
3ATR- C? CRLEB s 2 :4);

441d~ rcL4(lrsZP 2,iRHSTYPI37,HILF:3#R(WTYPb: ?,ZIEL:3,

E40
ti aEGI -4

44 1TrL( I SIP RH STYP Is 7p HI LF 13p R WTYP 7: 7# Z IEL : 3o
3ATRiCt.CRG~bS:LZZ4

W<~~~ I .N iS# HSTYPL:7.I4LF: 3o, 'WTYP7: 7,ZIEL 3i,
)-%TkCtCRGEBI t2241

W'(I i.LN( r4St, I ZRHSTYP137,iIILF: 3,R3WTYP87,ZlEL13,
)ATi(EC' .CRE01511Z:4) ;

W4 ItL4 H4x- svRHSrYPo7,HILF:3pR3WTYP8:7,
ZIEL:*3,DATRECt.CREid:12i4);
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c, SCNRaI TI3 1 g4 r&AJ li C9_ DAFEI ENO)
FOR J := 1 Ti Li;- )J

-I6 ;a ABSCOATRbCt.CtLECJtFEJJSPALTINO 99)
Sr:- 0AriECt.CRLdCOEFLJ]..OEF42Rqr;

CATS- tYP JF 72 13&14
RiruL4L1,aJl# 2-COLIYP12 7,SCxL:3,RJvd4:7,ZIEL:3,bWERTt12:4) ;
41(irtL3I(CU..2D £ iCt)LTYPL2 7#SCHLa3oR3WW AI7# ZIEL*3,.sERTU12:4)

4r(IrEL,,oCJLlvi 2EPCULIYPLI: 7,.SCNL: 3oRIW: 7,oZIEL:3eWEQT:12:4);
RnIU ELrN4( ZJ. 2, ,CJL TYPL1: 7,SCHL:3RJWW:7,pZ I EL :3 tWERT: 2: 4)

4: di:Gi
WgIE'L4CC^JL1D=_ s1CJLrYP1:7,SCHL:*3,RUWW:7,lEU3,WERT:12:43;
wR IT.:LA(C4 L2,i iC6OLrYP1:7,SCHL:3,o(OwsI,lIEL:3,WERT:12:4) ;

E 13;

E.1 0;
ENO) C* OF PM3C&3Jve(E :Rkjr*3
8BEGI N
1* v)RBESErZJ%4 diN4 4ARIABL:'J*J
ERaCOJE := 0

*EI'4LLSEN OsLS RT:N aArE'4SArES DER& PWOBLENOATEI *

* (* UEBERP<UEFU43, 3d JAfET *EE 0)
IF EJFCJArENINPUrI

THE N WR IT L N(i9#**1i4 RR 1 : 4') SOURCE DECK 9*33i

ELSt BEGI4
(0 UEdtIRP&.kFLJNG. Jd SATZIY.' 1 VORrIANUEN *
IF OATENIiPU~t.SArzTyp <,i

rrHEl W.UTELI (a".#EnR)R 2 : INCORRECT FILE STRUCTURE **3

LLSL BEG~i
(0 UEBdnPRJhFs4G, 04 ;ArZrYP I KJRREKt s3

IF QAr MIN$JT?.iSATZLAENGE 0l 10
*rHE4 4R1(ELN iU9RJ 3 : INCORRECT RECJRO ip
i-STRJCrJgE **3

(9 J t iAllS PIOBLE9:-4AARCTERLIERUJNG *

I.ILNFl :234 ENINPJT?.'1 INFZ;

1FRGE:3-UATrENLN9urt.FlGE;
-IFKCJi sUAr-iNI4PtJrt.FlE3;

ICM(LC: *DArE:4pPurt':iLE;
L:a U~aArdNkNPUrt.C^ GE;I:.tJ IC -.AIENINPuft.C<E0;

C*11ITIALI IcRU4t DE R&OW LATEIEN*3

w,(IrT cL -4J 4r E Nk 0 W,!.Ai1ME cbLANK10:1O,!MAXRESTtli3J;

(*S_-kZ~vGUd UER - IEARsUMBt,4AT ION*)3
WRirE(dAh1:RUW1,:*DN4 23;9~~r w4iicCJATENAJW2ez*ON -=)EGI

J;'AdiC 1-33302);
±24 E(LAEN4 ]Wl~a 03ALKWIB INa, RUWTYPI: 7,PJ 3, 31.Ci);

4KILTELiCJATE44JdI3;
d4±rE(OArE43S1,3*K S3;
#R ITE(D0AIFENQ i wl,"m )ALKJiBIIt4sROWTYP1: 7v J:39 -1.Oc-
44IrEL4(UATE4ROW!3;
I&3 IT(JAILNR1WZD3_*K )

FJq I :- L IMINFZ U BEGIN
J3 * Aiij( 1- 33 3 It3

3SNJdXJ iNi3dNUj3AO lWoGlnuO~ditU



Wi(JA rti~J4. GJALKLIMBINi,-QROWYP2: 7,J: 39. i.

wi I4 'UJTL4RJWTE4)

w -1 L Mc A T E 4 RZ1 2rp 120

I . E ht R N

W(<I fL i0ArEiHLs RIS

FJi oiCJ ruIAXZ

r-1EN 3EGiN
04TLZ-(3ArtEccooU~tECREjCLGE~C30E ;
(f6FKAGEvO3 )ArEI FEHL~~kFRE1 GELESENO)

T-E~N BE Iq
:vUcrE4LN4UTP.SATZLAENGE;

EN; )ArE,4CJL1,oDATE.COL2,<.t.ZE:COoE);

t f~tckAkL T JNG P1 JLE MOATEI-SAETZE TYP 3 *

FOR~ 1:-l TO IMINZ 0)

(f~il-LiSEN JATE4SArZ*)
lIF EZ,(CJ)E a 0

DA rLE . OArE41 PU T# RiC CODE PRECLGEt E RRC OE)
tfAdFKAGcoOd )ATEI zEkLERFREI GELESENO)

K'z&TENt4PUTt. SATZLAENGE;
ZIELK ()AT EN IN PUT .oATE NRQO4ATEN NOW2 t

)ArENC JLIDDATENCUL2,~9tIE:COoE);

(*qEAAdEirj 1 G 0O8L.MDATEI-SAETZE TYP 4q#

F3( L£:zl VJ lFR&L- DI

*614Li~AS UATE43ATZ*
IF t4KCJ)c 0

*~ (.1N ..LN

C*43FFKAG.O 08 ATEI EHLERFREI GELESE40)
t E~xCODE 3

,: TE NONI'UTt'.S ATZLAE NGE;
E sr LAE~iN iUroDATENROWoDATo rNR0d2p

J ArEC)LlvOAfEMC1L2vjAfE4R4S1 #OAT ENRHS2 o
* ~.,I ,ECCoOE)

E o;
C ,4j;

K ZJJ i:-

3SN3dX 1 1N3VYd3AOD IV OUMQd~



(4 A FRA~EP 18 ) ArEl f ErLERFREI GELESENP)

rd IF cf(f~CJaz a 3
TiE~i B,-3 14

rk sT C Ar EN IiUrOArENkOWI ,OArEN413W2.
)ATENCJLIUArENCOL2#DDkEiR-SlUATFNRHS2,f

a (,ERE.2'UDE) I
I raw 0

( V ~E ~i PIOB3L-:IDATE I-SAETZE TYP 6*

FIR I -.1 To LFRE )0)

(c i'LESE4 u LAT~isArz*i
IF E ACJJE a 3

T i N d EG A
* DArLE(oAE~li'PJIRECCODEkcECLGEER C30E);

( * 8F KAGE 9L)B ) A TFI F EtiL ERFR EI GE LE S EN0
IF ERRC30: a 3

K: sO4TENINP UTI.SATZLAENGE;
SFRESf(TC3rE '4NPUTDATEOWIDATEtN'D0'2,

) AT EiiCJL 1P, OAT ENCOL2P DATE4 DH1 AT E NR4S2 P

C (,L1hRECCODE);

C#oV IARBt-:ITJ'4G P40BL-M3ATEI-SAETZE TYP 7)

Fitt r-ai T) LC'RLi 00

* C*cI4LESE4 JATEiSATZ*)
IF E4KCJOE a 0

TkdN 8EGiN
UArLES(CJArENI1NPJTRtCCOOEPRECLGEER C)OE);

Aim. .. W., C # ~~(A dF RAG E .8 )A TEI F E HLER F R L GE L ES EN 4)
IF ERkCO0i -

T-liim BE; IN
I:.3ATENINPUTt.SATZLAENGE;

*1E~ (JAC E4NPUr, DATENROWIPDATEN1042o
JATENCOLlDATENCOL2,DAtENR-SLDATENRHS2,
<,tRECCODE) ;

(*iAdlji PUBLEM)ATEI-SAETZE TYP 8 0)

FJR ii r3 ciC : 0

(*# -LESEN U.TE'4SATZ*)
Ir t4CK - 0

frN aE, IN

(#Ai3FiAGEoOS )ATEI FEHLERFREI GELESi4P)
1; a RiCOD:

K~x 3 r~N[NP UTt S ATZL AE NGE;

) ATENC3L 1. A TE ,CL)L2 .DAT Ei-tS1.DAT ENR l52.

.Ini1 &-~3SN3dXiJ 1NM&NN3AQ9 iV UGC)GUfrid3Hi

;-h
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E0 0

Or.I 4,S. 4JAT-:4s~rz P

FlcN 3.:;I

(IP-%jrsAr7E 01 )Ar tL FEtHLERFRI GELES-NP
IF i.tCJJ: a

Tiio4 GE;I14
ma-4E4'INP UT t*;AT ZLLE NjE

)ATrE4CJL Lo A ENCi)L2, OAT E04R4SI. j ATENRHS2,
(PLRECCOOE) ;

(*A6SCrLJSS JLA .JArT:IEN *
WRITELN(OATE,4(ULiloiZ)LU1NS=);

WRITELN(ATE kri, =tJU4TAi);
WRlTELN( DATElR IpEDAfVAR)

END;
ENU;

END (0 JF PRJi~AA1 ELiZELLPO9.
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